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EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR,
The highest grMq is equal to the degree of Doc-
.
tor of Music, and comprehends a mastery of the
science and art of music. The degree of Master
of Musical Art will be the honor bestowed oh
those possessing ability
,
sufficient to pass success-
fully the required examination. The only thing
to he eligible to pass these examinations: is,- that
you first become a member of the Music Teachers
National Association, to which body the College 1
owes its existence. The musical profession has
been greatly interested in the progress: of this
movement. We propose to give the scheme our
most hearty assistance.
CONTRIBUTORS.
LIST OF NAMES OF THE CONTRIBUTORS TO THE
ETUDE FOR 1884 -’85.
A. Von Adelung, ***.
Miss Elsie Allen,
Thomas A’Beekett,
Dr. Aloys Bidez,
E. M. Bowman,
D. De F. Bryant,
Geo. T. Bui lings,
Willard Burr, .Jr.,
' G. B, Cady,
A. J. Gantvoort, :
Fred C. Hahr,
Geo. H. Howard,
*, F. O. Jones,
Mrs. A- Chambers Ketch urn,
Calixa Lavalkq
Dr. Louis Maas,
Hamilton Maedougal,
Dr. Mb S. B. Mathews,
John W. Metcalfe.
W. H. Neave,
Miss Julia E. Nicholls,
Albert R. Parson,
Dr. S. N. Penfieid,
H. B. Roney,
Madame Emma Seiler,
W. H. Sherwood,
A. H. Snyder, -
.
i
Albert A. Stanley,
J. S. Van Cleve.
These writers have positively promised to send
at least one original article to The Etude during
the coming season. A number of them will con-
tribute regularly. To this list we expect to add
many others as the season advances.
A Monthly Publication for Teachers and Students ot the
Pianoforte.
StraSOfrtiTlON Ratks, $1.25 frr Ykar (payable in advance).
Single Copy, twenty-five cents.
Specimen Copy sent to any address for ten cents.
JSstra Copies will be furnished to Teachers at one-half the regular
retail rates. Postage Free.
Office, 1004 Walnut Street.
4SP" In order to facilitate the delivery of mail, ail letters should toe
directed to
THEODORE PRESSED,
Among our music pages will be found several
pages of new- studies by Louis Meyer, which are:
printed by the kind permission of F. A. North & Co.,
of this city. The Scale Exercises will always have
a place in teaching and studying. - The pages, in-
serted ill this number- are particularly adapted for
beginners. The Preliminary Studies- are for such
beginners as find the ordinary easy studies -too
difficult. The manner in which they are presented
will be welcomed by all teachers as something
really new and practical in the educational line.
The “Student’s Edition” of studies is the finest
gotten-up series of Studies we have ever seen. No
other will be used if teachers, once see these. The
series will contain almost everyknown set of etudes
;
from the easiest ones of Czemy to Moscheles op. 70.
The price of this edition has the additional advan-
tage of being lower than all others, and to teachers
almost double percentage is allowed
;
write for terms.
•Piano teachers will gain a serviceable knowledge :
of the ’History of the Profession they follow from
the articles commenced in this number by A. J".
Gantvoort.
.
Three or four articles will be needed
to give this sketch of the history of pianoforte
which is presented in a very attractive manner.
The subscriptions that fall due this month,, if
renewed promptly, will save us much trouble. Our
books from this month on will be kept on a dif-
ferent system, and we would like to have- all the
names transferred at one time. The Etude is not
intended for free distribution, but depends on the
support it. receives from teachers for its mainte-
nance; hence, if you wish a copy of each issue,
please renew promptly. We cannot (guarantee to
supply back numbers.
Philadelphia, Pa.
(Entered at Philadelphia Post-Office as Seemd-class matter.)
By a Blue or Bed Pencil Mark drawn across
this paragraph subscribers will understand that
their subscription to this publication expires with
that issue
,
and
,
unless it is promptly renewed
,
will
be discontinued.
The Etude will award a prize of a gold medal
for the best setting to the following' words. The
text to be used as it stands, or in part, at the dis-
cretion of the composer. The competition is open
only to composers now residing in America. All
manuscripts must be sent in before January 1,
1885. The manuscripts must bear a fictitious
name, but an accompanying sealed letter, bearing
the same fictitious name, must contain within the
full name and address of the author. No letters
will be opened until a decision has been reached
awarding the prize, and then only the letter of the
successful competitor. The Committee of Award
will reserve the right to reject all manuscripts.
All unsuccessful manuscripts will be destroyed, the
composers are therefore particularly requested to
retain duplicates.
The Committee of Award will consist of some
of tiie best known musicians in the country. The
names will be announced in due time.
AMERICAN COLLEGE OF MU
SICIANS.
This organization was formed at Cleveland, Ohio,
at the late meeting of the Music Teachers’ National
Association. Its aim is to encourage a higher
standard of music teaching by instituting a series
of examinations. The Board' of Examiners, num-
bering fifteen in all, were elected by a body ot
musicians at the late meeting at Cleveland, Ohio.
These examiners in turn elected a Board of Man-
agers, who will controll the management of the
American College of Musicians. There will be a
great number of music -teachers who will receive
this issue that have never heard of this new asso-
ciation
;
hence we give this brief outline'. J
The president of the College, E. M. Bowman,
will, in the next -issue, give farther information
and developments of this important movements.
Our questions in the “ Pupils Department” of last
issue and this have in view the proposed exami-
nations. The questions will be continued pro-
gressively until we have reached questions That
will be equivalent to those required to be answered
to receive the degree of Doctor of Music. It is
well for all teachers to follow us in these questions,
however simple they may now be. As they be-
come more difficult they will be transferred to the
“ Teachers Department.
There are three degrees agreed upon by the
American College of Musicians. The lower will
be for those prepared to teach beginners (a most
worthy degree). Candidates successfully passing
this grade of examination will be entitled to a di-
ploma and membership in the American College
of Musicians. -
The second and intermediate grade of examina-
tions are intended for those who nave acquired the
skill to instruct, pupils of somewhat advanced
ability. The decree of Fellow of the American
College of Musicians will be conferred on those
who are lucky enough to pass the examination.
GHATS WITH PUPILS
By N. A. S.
Bubbling through the sandy earth,
Where the cattle stoop to drink,
Here the streamlet has its birth,
By the meadow’s grassy brink,
Springing from its crystal source,
Hence it flows upon its course.
Through the fields the waters wind,
Creeping softly over rocks
;
Here and there the banks are lined
'VStith wild grasses, reeds, and docks
Many a fragrant flower dips
Fresnning moisture to its Bps.
Flowing merrily along,
For its,waters never stops,
, It bubbles forth its wooing song
To the blushing clover tops.
Or it sings in harmony
With the oricket’s minor key.
Soon its course of peace must end,
- Soon shall cease its happy dream,
; When its pure cool waters blend
With the broad and turbid stream
;
Mingling with the river’s roar,
Then its song is heard no more.
WHAT IS IT TO BE MUSICAL C
Some one has said that the lack of talent is
more easily discovered than the presence of it
;
from
which we are to understand that people are given to
exhibiting their ignorance, while wisdom among
men has a closed mouth. This we beBev© tb Be*
the case to a greater degree in music than in Other
departments. Or might it not be that we have, in
most eases, unmusical minds, while the musical
endowed ones are the exception? We will in this
article give a few observations on this subject which
may strike many as being old: but since all have
the same subject to deal with, Bke observation
naturally occurs with many. J
As a rule, you will find the musically-endowed
pupils are otherwise bright and clear-headed. In
schools where our lot has been placed for about
fourteen years, the same pupils that figured promi-
nently in Bterature were also the head in music.
The music medal was generally wom by one iiho
was already adorned with one for Btersry attain-
ments. Music talent is*a concrete, not a unit. ,A
musical nature is one capable of broa«t a&ii -IiLmm-
culture. You find this neglected in many mUsi-
cal people, but the capacity is always there, and
the energy devoted to music, if directed in other
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YY chamiels, would result as successfully. It is the
A «• thick-skulled, sleepy, heavy, stupid individual who
neyer makes a success of music or anything else.
> A disciplined mind—one that can conceive and
.
,
gfasp subjects when presented, but with no special
X predilection for music—will do far better in music
v. than one who loves music-—-has what you call talent
for it—but without habits of study—without dis-
cipline or mental development—one of this kind
is only an aggravation and gets far more credit
, than he deserves. Music has the means in itself
. of-disciplining the mind, if one will only work at it
vigorously enough. But since there are more
•favorable ways of gaining the necessary discipline,
these should be sought out and applied. Many
Students of music would gain time to drop music
; for a period and turn their attention to trainingW their mind. Just as dumb-bell exercise may have
the virtue in it to produce a full and complete
'Y-F muscular development, but this development could
;
- be so much- more easily obtained by applying vari-
1
;
ous.kinds ofmuscular exercises. It seems almost in-
Y dispensable for a .doctor, lawyer, minister, etc., to
have a collegiate training. It should be likewise
.
"in the 'musical profession. There is too much
‘
i hacking away with dull tools in music. The pop-
,
ular belief, is that musical talent depends alto-
B'her on some angel gift from above that falls likejah’s mantle on the chosen only. The high in-
Y tellectual qualities of all the prominent musicians
and composers, from Beethoven to the present day,
"Y ' go far to refute the popular idea ’ that music
-
•; requires little or no mental culture for its study.
Y " How can these composers of the later days"
whose very .genius is .impregnated with Yn-
telleet, compose anything that does not take in-
fo.'.. teUect to grasp? The most important quality,
,
. then, of a musical organization
,
we would say,
intellect
.
1 There are many ways in' which the
A intellect bears on the study, of music. The whole
Y- and perfect musical organization divides itself into
YY distinct parts—the head, the heart, the hand,
" and general qualities. Under head, or intellect,
Y we Will name some of its qualities which bear
yd directly on music, and which must be possessed by
every one to be truly musical. First, a delicate ear,
YY -f-dne that can- discern the slightest differences in
,
pitch. We have always been of the of the opin-
ion that the ear that can tell from which side a
sound is approaching that is heard outside on the
Y"' street on a quiet night must be a musical ear; also,
.
. to know a person by his' footsteps—in other words,
-judgment with the ear, A mathematical quality
Y of me mind, is in constant use in rhythm- The
sense of rhythm is founded on mathematics.
1 The musical brain lacking in mathematics is very
.
much hampered. The adagios are uncertain with
"such a person. Memory needs the highest degree
of cul ure, now-a-days, in music. Madame Schu-
mann is said to cry over her defective memory •
hut She received her training in a time when the
memory was not so taxed as it is now with pian-
ists. Concentration is needed for a musician, or
his art flies to pieces. Patience is needed every
hour; A quick perception must be possessed to
direct the other qualities. Individuality, some
’istinet characteristics, should shine, forth in every
lusical person. Habits of correctness, conscien-
iousness, will finish thje list for the head qualities.
The heart, which in many avocations is not
brought into requisition, is very essential to music.
Tt is its life and blood. There is dramatic action
rmer can use in almost every piece,
is necessary for art. A nature incapa-
will produce unlovely music. Pas-
iment belong to music. -Those who
he muses without theih will fail,
uced in the head, but passes through
e beautified. It is the savor of music,
less without heart. Every emotion
find utterance in music. A perfect
ese two—the head d heart—we
The Hand, though 'no part of music, is yet a
part of a pianist. There is such a tiling as a tal-
ent for technic, which, is merely having a better
hand for music than head or heart. The con-
struction of the hands can hinder or assist one’s
progress. They correspond to the chisel of the
sculptor, the eye of the painter, the vocal organs
of the singer, the tools of the workman. Some
bands arts' naturally flexible and pliable. No two
hands are the same. They differ hi size, strength,
structure, and nature. The energy spent in sub-
duing stubborn hands can only be appreciated by
those who are possessed of them. Some toil for
years to get a smooth, round trill
;
others have it
cut and dry. One practices one hour a day on
octaves
;
another can play everything in octaves
as easy as single without practice. Some possess
hands suitable for scale passages
;
some for heavy
chord playing
;
others for arpeggio playing. An-
other can play skips with the greatest accuracy,
and so on in the whole department of technic,
players differ in music as they do in head and
heart.
Among the general qualities found in a musical
organization are fine taste, energy, ambition, a love
of the beautiful, wherever found, general intellect-
uality, knowledge of theory
;
in fact, there is no
quality of the mind that has not a bearing directly
or indirectly on music, calling not only for a sound
intellect, but als’6 for a sound body. Physical en-
durance is necessary to be virtuoso, now-a-days.
YY;
f TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS'. "
hi b ... —
/ With this number closes the first 12 months
of this publication. It has during that time gained
ler enough supporters to insure its maintenance. We -
are not satisfied with a mere existence. Our aim
is to make a better and better journal for teachers
"
and students of the piano-forte
;
and to aceoin-
h plish this we need your aid and sympathy. For-,
r iff the. favors we have this far received we are abund-
antly thankful. Were it not for your co-operation,
the publication would have been abandoned long
n. ago. " |
11 We have this issue started a new and enlarged
sc b i" form, which we desire to keep up during the year,
" This we cannot do without your hearty support.
H The cost of printing four thousand is little more
U than one thousand. The cost of the paper, how-
the main cost of any publication is the type-
ever, remains the same with each thousand; but
setting, which is only to be done once. Whether
r
one thousand or five thousand are printed, the cost
is always the same. It is quite unanswerable that
mm! one teacher is content with sending in one indi-
y, vidua! subscription while another, perhaps in the
,
same place, will not rest until his or her whole
i e, class have subscribed. The Pupils Department will
, recive a great share of our attention during the'.'
)i year. The premium list, which is published for
the first time in this issue, will be an extra induce-
’
-
UOSO ment to some to send in subscribers from their
To be musical, then, we would conclude, is simply pupils. But the main claim is the great benefit
to have a well-disciplined and balanced mind, and they will receive by studying its pages and play-
then direct it to music. Of course this principle is ing the exercises. We ask all those whose sub-
modified by youthful culture and proneness of the scription expires with this issue to not only favor
mind; but aside from the natural tendency of the us with their individual subscription, bt with
mind, the above principle is bound to be possessed those of their pupils, who will gladly subscribe, if
to make a success of music in its present high requested to do so. All the support we receive isq
state of culture. at once nut into the nublication. Our nkns are
YiY:- Y
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far-reaching, and we cannot advance without finan-
cial security. This you can secure for us by each
ARTIST CONCERTS IN COL- one makjng at the beginning of the year a> faithful *
I rpre FTP effort to secure subscribers.Y We wish to express our appreciation and grati-
tude to you for the confidence you have iff a jour- i
We publish in this issue several cards of concert nal just organized
;
and we trust, as we grow in
fists, hnth niano and orra.n. ThHV mten who vpflra w
a
mnv rpfmn t.liot. Ann Hat*aa
LEGES, E C.
YY-
Y:
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arti bo p ga ey are % years, e ay retain that confidence,
stand among the first as performers on their
* ’
special instruments. Our aim in inserting these
cards is to encourage recitals by Female Col- Assist the backward pupils ; the bright on
leges, Music" Schools, Societies, etc. With very will never lack attention.
little trouble, a number of schools can arrange The teacher that sets his heart only on the •
to engage one of these artists for a series of ented and industrious pupils, and has no I
concerts, which will make the expense far less, and neglects the poor pupils, will soon co~
to each person attending, than to hear these want. Only aboftt one pupil in twenty gives p,
artists in Boston or New York, or St. Louis, ise of good results. It is by the dull pupili
This is no visionary scheme, but a practical teacher is supported, Treat all alike. Tab
and useful and pleasant undertaking; and we in developing the poorer members of yoi
have carried it out to a certain extent and found it
(i
Partiality is something that belongs ta w<
eminently satisfactory to all. We cannot urge too' narrow minds. Redouble your energy wit
Strongly the idea of the heads of musical depart- slow pupils ; the bright ones will be far fro
ments joining in and having not only one artist, ing offence, but consider it secretly a comp
but several, during the season. The expense we
have found has never been over 50 cents admis- The pleonasm in the use of the ph
sion, which covered amply all expense. The im- beginner” is very objectionable. Yoi
.
IttlPlIS
SMS
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petus given to pupils and the musical department ner” and “old beginner” ‘are quite e<
cannot be estimated. Of all places in the world but “new” beginner is equivalent to sa
that need occasionally such invigorating influence, milk, wet water, etc. There is anineleg
it is a College. The monotony and routine life of the expression that makes other forms
such is sometimes a torture to the inmates—both —such as “a beginner,” “only a beginn
pupils and teachers. Let us have these pleasant anything but the. word “new,” which i
shakings-up in our' college life.. To give the not a proper qualifying word in 'L i.- -run
matter some definite shape, som< one person
should undertake to arrange the concerts. In- To those re*™
stitutions which would like to have these artists
visit tlicm during the year can communicate il
same to The Etude office, and every effort wi
made to have - others, join in with you, and
whole matter given in charge of some one of
number.* We will only take the initiator?,
leaving the details to he arranged after a suffic
number of schools have signified their inten
ssSi*
wmm
si j7§g.
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'Man ETUDE.
HOW TO USE THE- METRO-
j;:-. NOME .
The original design of the metronome was to
indicate the precise tempo in which a composition
are ready to pass muster. Then the next page
may be one hundred times more difficult, but many
pupils go meandering over the easy parts, sapping
from it a. silly, frivolous enjoyment, while the
grand part, with more depth and technical ac-
Some pupils find it impossible to reach over 80,
others go as high as 108, and 112. With out
heavy action it is not expected to reach even 100; m
should be performed, and that is yet its most im- quirement, is slighted and mangled most out-
_ - i a ' ml • _ a _ ..1 * . 1. * a i i * -a i mi » A • i <» i /•» i » i
even though the study may be marked 108
.
Czerny would not write such tempi now, but
portant use. There is a use to which it can be applied
not designated by its inventor, and that is, namely,
,
an aid in acquiring velocity. There is, however,
such danger of becoming a slave to it that many
good teachers discard its use altogether on that ac-
count. The use to which we apply it has been in
the furthering and perfecting of piano studies.
Petersilea uses it in the easy five-finger exercises
rageously. That kind of work you find in. no de-
partment of learning to the degree you do in the
practice of piano. The practice of the metronome
will admit of no work which is not thorough and
honest. It shows up the weak places in an un-
with the easy action of his. day it was no, such
a, task. The gradual growth received in this kind
of practice is very valuable. One is imperceptibly'
advanced in this way
;
but, as stated at the begin-
'
;•
:
|
ning, great caution must be exercised,
compromising way.
Alter one division of the etude has been
thoroughly studied and goes smoothly and in strict
to steady the player and has produced good results time, without the metronome
;
then the next divi-
thereby. There is no doubt that with discrimina-
tion the metronome can be used with great benefit
in all stages of playing. It has been the custom
of the writer to question his5 pupils
ien parti
at the last
sion is carried through a similar process, thus
making a study of each division
;
then join it to
the first and play the two as one division. Pro-
ceed in a similar manner with the rest of the divi-
beeomes a mere machine.
There are many minor points of interest regard-
ing the metronome, but we have not time for all.
in one article. Our aim was to present one of the -
many ways the metronome might be used with
benefit.
„
...
f
gathering of each year to which cular thing sions, joining one after the other until the whole
they owe most to the advancement made during
the year. The answer from most of them was the
metronome, and next Bach’s “ Kleine Praludien ”
and “ Two-part inventions.” What Bach is to the
head the metronome is to fingers. The average
.-pupil will not have time solid until a course with
metronome is taken. There is a wavering in time,
which has become a habit, this the unerring tick
of the metronome most emphatically shows
up. . The pupil will first declare the instrument’s
i *.i * .. i • l i mi n . _ i .1 i n i i
etude can be played through faultlessly and in
the strictest time, using a firm touch and strong
accent.
It is quite important at this stage of practice to
play with a fillip rounded, resonant tone. The diffi-
culties give way before such a stroke sooner than
with a weak, sickly, dying, mosquito kind of touch
heard so much in our Ladies’ Seminaries. That
kind of a touch will make a pianist sonic time,
but not fin one lifetime. A good vigorous stroke
tick is not right. They flounder about, first des- we regard as very important for technical growth,
pair, then try again, until at last the true time re-
-veals itself
;
then the metronome is lauded as much
as it was condemned when it “ would notgjyriglit.”
After the metronome has won favor with a pupil
great care must be exercised lest that pupil use it
too much, or lest the tick of the metronome dis-
for without exercise there is no growth. The third
process is to apply the metronome. If the exercise
to has four-sixteenths notes to a count it is advisable
place the slide at about 60= J, accenting strongly
each count. Counting aloud will at the beginning-
assist in playing with the tick of the metronome.
The indefinite and vague idea many pupils have
of some of the most common things ip music
makes it necessary for the teacher to question the
pupil on every trifle -connected with the lesson.
Especially is this true with beginners. A test .'of
this kind will reveal an astonishing amount- of
ignorance among music pupils. Not long since
we asked 1 beginner the meaning of a rest; she
answered, “to hold the note longer.” The word
“ rest ” she understood to mean rest on the notes,
or a hold. Ridiculous things of this kind will
develop a course of questions on the part of the
teacher, and very soon the the pnpil will anticipate
the question and be prepared to answer
;
orfvill ask
il i 1 1 • 1 • A i , , .7 ' . /
/
the teacher, which is far better than,, to say, “I
don’t know.”
1
place that mate pulse ol time which all must feel
;
Even the foot is often pressed into service, thus
fir x ... * m i ! i • i * i <• i a nand cultivate to be musicians. The metronome
practice is about the same in music as copying
from another picture is in painting—the thing is
externally before you. But to play with metro-
nome is to paint from something before your
mind’s eye. The constant relying on. the tick for
the pulse of time will have a very deleterious
combined with the beating and counting of the
j
teacher, the etude often fails to go, and will have
to be abandoned for mistakes, thin places, and
innumerable troubles everywhere present them-
selves. The pupil will feel the etude was not ready
for so severe a test, and more practice will be
needed on the crooked places. It is understood
;
Back numbers of The Etude can be had, but not
for all months (January, February, March, April,
June ), are exhausted, except a scattering few. A few
numbers of Vol. I. yet remain on hand. Those
who -wish back numbers will simply state go,
and we will send what we have. We have re-
served a number of each issue for binding when
the Volume is complete. Due'announeement as -
to price will be made of these volumes. There
will be only about forty of these placed on sale.
effect on the sense of rhythm oi the player. There we are not now dealing with talented pupils
is where the abuse lies—leaning on the tick in-
stead of our own sense of time. As intimated
above, we onlv use the metronome to gain velocity.W e will be pardoned if we here give a description
of the manner in which we use the metronome in
tile study of etudes. Pupils who are able to
play t’zerny’s Velocity Studies can begin the study
of the- metronome. The sense of time will have
so far developed that the danger of becoming a
slave tout is not to be feared; but the conscientious
teacher will always be on the lookout to see which
but with the average pupil that swarm our Female
j
Colleges and seminaries, and are found without
number in private practice.
After a few recourses to a firm stroke in slow
j
tempo, with a -vigorous count with a lynx-eye on
j
the difficultsnots, a degree of familiarity willbe woni p
that will make the practice with the metronome
fe possible. At this stage the committing to memory
j
of the etude will be found to be indispensable, j
; m • , -, , c.( .
,
i Mil . , , . J ! The weight is again placed at b()= j , and now theI
. n
h *
,
.
. „
w.
,
.
I
wav the pupil is drifting. The first process is to music flowfb as li should, with the tick There is
read over the whole etude t6 get a general idea of a charm about the Playin£ now > unlooked for—
a
he metronome, of course, is silent fascination about that kind ot true playing that
ivisions of the study are marked out ™akes worth the trouble it cost. Perhaps it is
bv figures 1 2 3 4 etc. which give the worry and fretting over it that makes the re- ;
Experiences, Suggestions, Trials, Etc. A
[Short communications of a didactical nature will be received
from Teachers. Only the initials of the writers are printed,
without postojjice address.}
n D n ayi g w, i a i •a
the work. T nt,
,
The natural d mak it
^
.and indicated y 1, 2, 3, , , ;
the teacher an opportunity of throwing out hints suit so enjoyable. The principal trouble with most
in regard to musical form. The second process is to PuPils is that the ?ens,e of rhythm is undeveloped j
practice each division separate and trace out the and vague. A development of true time and
j
difficult places and work ahead on each difficulty rhythm cannot be obtained quicker than by a!
until the whole division can be played smoothly course of metronome practice. After the metro-
f
id easily. It is really surprising that, in a pas- nome Soes with the playing, with the weight j
sage that offers difficulty, the trouble can be traced PIaced at 60 > then let ]t gradually rise every day j
rom the passage to perhaps a measure, and from until about 120=J is reached. It is well to start
a measure to a count, and from a count to two ,• • , v
|
--tes or two fingere. This tracimr out the trouble- ?"* P,’?ct!ce wlth. the m«;‘£°n0 ! >™?h
Wm
,
Hi!
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;
If music is a bond of love that unites mankind, should it
;
not be the strongest kind of a bond among those who teadh
it? Alas! for poor human nature. . .
Aim to make your pupil feel that you know best the
course to pursue. He will then have a sense of cooperation.
This is a great help toward his advancement.
Patience and earnestness combined win the esteem of?
many a pupil who cannot be otherwise governed.
mm
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Advice is like snow : The softer it falls, the long
dwells upon and the deeper it sinks in the mind.
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W difficulty^ centers on that one spot, the practice can for a little while close, with the
be average pupil annnks from practicing these metronome and begin counting with the same exer-
zm of difficumes
;
hence it is well for the teacher cjge with eight-sixteenths to a tick, as in Cyemy’s
hear aunng the lesson only the troublesome' VoWhioo and WAiiontonnt’c ood rin lesome Velocities and
,
Wollenhaupt’s Etude, op. 22, with
taking for granted thah-the rest goes well, two beats to each measure. After counting he-
will insure the attention « f pupils in the right comes easy apply the metronome again, but with
on. In no department of she mind’s occu- . , . . , or, j • .. Vm
is there so much self-deception going on as the weight only at 60=J . This time little diffi-
the piano. There are places in a com- culty will be experienced, hut care must be taken
foTHnil Rfiviy a
when, after playing a plsrase correctly (even in proper ti
he finds that he cannot rely on it
;
that he mak
where he made none before. This can partly
by -practicing that phrase over and over wi'
alone, then with both, until the difficulty t
qtiered—wholly, however, if the practicing is
looking at the key-board.
.
The reason of it is that otherwise the pupil
the phrase often enough to enable the hand t
I will not attempt a psychological explanation
ter, but 1 will say that I remember lmving pi^|d
hand piece prima vista without making a
or rhythm, whilst my mind was wandering
subject entirely dteoanected the pie^e I
'
I could not “for any liib*& (msdefi the
vfiJ
8 .
m h***h f’
,
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' accustomed to play without looking at the key-board. Eyes
off ! is the word. * Can blind persons not play ? Try to play
in a. perfectly dark room and you will soon come to the con-
viction that there is no distance on the piano which cannot
be mastered by the hands alone. Playing from memory
rests on the same principle—the memory of the hand.
Another glorious result of adhering to that rale is the en-
tire absence of nervousness, an evil s6 much and so justly
-'dreaded by both pupil and teacher. A piece has been folly
mastered—it lias to be played before strangers—and a total
failure is the, consequence. Why? The mind, disturbed
by the presence of an audience, influences the hands, which
have not been accustomed to. act without it, and disables
them to discharge their duty. But teach or allow the hands
to become independent and you will feel confident, free, and
easy. No audience in the world will be able to counteract
what has become a habit. E. Y. A.
^ About Playing the Lesson Over fob the Pupil.—
Many teachers just play the lesson over for the pupil and
then' ary (like Bach): “It must sound like this.” This is
sufficient for advanced pupils only ; for all others much
more instruction is necessary, viz.
,
what to do in order that
.
it may “sound like this.”
Neither is it always necessary to play the whole, perhaps
very lengthy, piece over for the pupil ; a few single isolated
passages are often sufficient to pave the way for a thorough
understanding.
Sometimes, when we have a strange piece rather difficult
to understand (for example, the first pieces of Bach, Schu-
m a-adm^or Chopin), it is necessary to play the whole piece over
befosRffie pupil begins to practice on it ; at other times, how-
ever, it is a good plan to let the pupil work his way alone,
a little way, perhaps, ip the interpretation and manner of
execution of a hew piece, and afterwards give him the neces-
sary directions or perhaps practical help by playing it all
over for him.
Tt is also a good idea to allow advanced pupils to take,np
a piece and work it np entirely to the best of their ability,
until they play it correctly, in their own estimation, or till
they do not see anything more in it
;
then let the teacher’s
judgment and experience exert their influence upon the
work. During the first year the teacher should play nearly
everything ovgjusppeatedly. L. Kohler.
THE ETUDE.
,by that other, subject. I remember also reading to some
person pages and pages out of a book, and yet I could not
have told what I had been reading for that same reason.
Everylxkly reads without spelling, and yet no body lias
- learned how to do it without undergoing the process of spell-
ing first. Do we think of how we hold the spoon or fork
whilst we are eating? Some call that “instinct,” and are
satisfies, with having given it a name. I, however, think
that it is the force of habit which actually underlies all
memoric actions.
Therefore, in practicing such a phrase, it is of high im-
trtanee
to have a settled fingering. The fingering may not
quite the best or easiest, yet it will do, provided it be not
changed during the practising. The hand must become in-
dependent
;
it must learn to rely solely on itself—-not on the
other hand, on the eyes, nor on the mind of the player.
Sometimes the very same phrase will require a different
fingering, owing to its connection with a different phraes.
This will cause trouble at first, but as the eye (directed on
the notes) and the ear always cooperate and serve as guides,
this trouble will soon cease and the hand will learn to play
the same file of notes on one place with one fingering and
. oh another place with another fingering. That is one of the
reasons why the practicing of any difficult places ought to
be started at an adagio rate, which shall gradually emerge
into an allegro. The hand must have time to memorize
• notes, rhythm, fingering and expression marks. Then the
band can be relied upon to perform its duty even without
the assistance of the mind. The pupil must become early
public talked much about while he lived and even after his
death. The anecdotes that are attributed to him are very
numerous and a volume could easily be formed of those
that are said to be genuine As to the others, every journal
has invented them to amuse its readers and thus the number
published cannot be counted.
John Fields was one of the best pianists and brightest
men of his day, as all confessed who knew him What is
not so widely and generally known is that he was also one
of theigreatest drinkers of champagne in Russia, where he
had established himself, and where a greater quantity of
champagne is drank than in all the other European coun-
tries put together.
He became intoxicated quite easily with an inferior bottle
of this sparkling wine, yet afterdinner Field was rather in
a state of merriment than drunkenness—at least, in the
majority of instances. Every dav he indulged his appetite
for exhiliarating drink, especially so, it seem-d, when he
had to appear in public the same night. The story goes
that when he had the honor to play at a Paris Conservatory
concert, on which occasion he obtained a great success,
Liszt and Chopin were forced to, take him by the arms
after his performance, in order to safely lead him to his
hotel. Another time, at a minor German court, he became
so thoroughly confused in the middie of a l - Concerto” of his
own composition that he made a sign for the orchestra to
stop, put out the lights that were hurtling on the piano and
wrought up the public to a pitch of enthusiasm by a remark-
able improvisation which, in any other condition, would
hardly have been possible. His tefi work was the result of
a partial dulling of the senses, f
One day his physician prohibited him from drinking his
usual quantity of champagne. /His grief was very great and,
although he begged and prated piteously, the doctor was in-
exorable in his. command. But, finally, he allowed him to
drink one glass per day, but only one. The question natur-
ally asked here will be what did John Field do under these
sorrowful and adverse conditions ? Simply to write to one
of his pupils, whose father was at the head of a glass factory,
praying him to send at once the largest glass that could be
found in his father’s warerooms. “A glass,” said Field, in
his letter, “that holds as mucb'&urfiost bottles/-' Thus was
rthe doctor defeated,
Field made a good deal of money. He went from house
to house giving lessons, followed by tw© enormous English
bulldogs, which he liked very much. He received twenty-
five roubles (or fifteen ' francs) every lesson. When he re-
turned. to his residence in the evening, he threw his receipts
into the corner of his room. The pile of francs did not
increase, however, for when he died he did not leave a
cent. '!
In spite of his drinking and disorderly habits, John Field
worked with an enthusiasm that was never abated. No
pianist ever practised on his chosen instrument with so
tenacious a perseverance. When he was studying a new
piece he had year him upon a little table at his left hand
two hundred counters. Every time he recommenced a
passage he took one of the counters and placed it upon
another small table at his right hand, until all the counters
had been conveyed from the left to the right table. It often
happened, when the passage was difficult, that he trans-b&
ferred the counters from one table to the other eight or ten
times.
Yet John Fields was an unrivalled pianist among the
great pianists that form that remarkable galaxy of per-
formers in which shone with such lustre Thalberg, Liszt,
Chopin, Herz, and Pradnte.
Field died, as he had lived, with a jest on his tongue. To
the priest who had been hastily called to his bedside of
death and who solemnly asked him if he were a Catholic,
Lutheran, or Calvinist, the dying one replied:
“I am a pianist !”
This reply is almost worthy to be quoted as a rival of
“ Lower the curtain, the farce is finished,”
Artistic qualifications are not sufficient for the teacher of
art; be.must possess special qualifications for the mission of
teacher. : The qualifications of the teacher are two-fold .
—
Moral and Intellectual. - The moral qualification rests upon a
love for the task and earnest will to promote it* object in
the pupil. Neither is possible without affection for youth
and Sympathy with the learner. From these we must draw
cheerful and indefatigable forbearance with the faults and
weakness*# of the pupil, vigilant observation and pene-
trating knowledge of his gift and possibilities ; strength to
perceive, to ridge, and to holdiUm ; electric power to pene-
trate and enlighten him. The teacher, more particularly
the teacher of art, cannot dispense with the magnetic energy
'to penetrate and influence the will and united faculties of
kia pupila ; he stands in imminent need of it at the very out-
set of' study or else the whole will Tie lax and extejhal,
nt soul.
NOT A MUSICAL CRITIC.
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N FIELD. AND HIS HABITS.
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A young lady, moving in the most exalted social circles
of Galveston, after muchToil and practice at tbepiano, learned
to play with considerable dexterity a pieoe entitled “Picnic
Polka.” It is something after the style of the celebrated
“Battle of Prague. ’ ’ The listener can readily distinguish
the roar of the musketry, the shout of the soldiers, and the
groans of the dying. In the “ Picnic Polka ” the noise of
the winding among the trees, the joyons carols of the birds
we reproduced, the finale being a thunder-shower, which
disturbs the sylvan revellers. It happens that a country
cousin is in town just now, and the young lady thought she
would play the piece to him and hear his comment. He is
a plain
,
simple-minded youth, and although not very bright
is very appreciative. She tola him what Hie piece was, and
then proceeded to give him the ' * Picnic Polka.” The first
notes are rather slow ai^d hesitating, the idea sought to he
conveyed being toe solemn solitude of the forest, through
which the gentle zephyr (not heifer) sighs. After she got
through with the preface die askedMm if he did not imag-
ine himself in a lodge in seme vast wilderness. He replied
t .a he thought all mat slowness meant tJ» delay ingetting
off. Said he:
“There is always some darned cuss who oversleeps him-
s seWn
^
a : Ammt ’
beast, so, to conceal her emotion, she once more let herself
out on the piano. The woods were filled with music, the
mocking-bird whistled as if his throat would split, the
cuckoo filled the sylvan bowers with his repeated,
ever and anon the mournful cooing of the dove in
the matin song of the lark.
“There, now
;
I guess you know what that sounds like.,”
she said.
“You mean that ‘ tootle, tootle, tootle, chug, chug, chug?’
You just bet i understand that. Many is the time at a pic-
nic rive heard it from the mouth of a demijohn or the bung-
hole of a beer keg. ’ ’
Her first impulse was to hurl the piano stool at him, but
it passed off, and once more she went at the piano as if it
were the young man’s head and insured for double the value.
The thunder growled, the lightning flashed (from her eyes),
and the first heavy drops are heard upon the leaves. " She
banged and mangled the keys at a fearful rate
;
peal after
peal of deafening thunder perturbed the atmosphere and re-
echoed in still louder reverberations, until it wound up in
one appalling clap as a great finale. Then, turning to the
awe-struck youth, she said :
“I suppose you have heard something like that before?”
“ Yes
;
that’s what the fellow with the linen pants said
when he sat down on the custard pie.”
The audience found himself alone, but he picked tip bis
hat and sauntered out into the street, densely unconscious
that he had said anything out of the way .—Galveston Newt.
HUMORISTICS.
The claim has often been advanced that there is an im-*
mense amount of musical talent lying loose in this country.
To those of our readers who may be behind us in enthusi-
asm on this subject we commend a careful study of the fol-
lowing : A Western settler who supposed he had musical
taste went to the nearest township and purchased a music
stool, taking it home with him in his trap. In the coarse
of a few days, however, he brought it back and demanded
restitution of the money paid, as ‘ ‘ the stool was no good
—
no go at all.” The seller examined it and said it was in
perfect order and the screw all right, and therefore it should
not be thrown back on his hands. “Well,” said the settler,
“ I took it home careful, as you could see for yourself, *nd
I gave it a turn, and the Missus gave it a turn, and every
one of the children gave it a turn, and never a tune could
one and all of us screw out of it. It’s no more a music-stool
than the four-legged washingstool the Missus sets her tuba
on!”
—
Exchange.
Over the piano in the parlor of an Eastern hotel dangles
a placard inscribed as follows : “ Inexperienced performers
are requested to deny themselves the use of this lustra-,
ment.”
It is related of Hans von Billow that at a concert he sent
a massage to a lady who was making use of her fen, infbrm-
ing her that he could not possibly play in 3-4 time if she
kept on fanning in 6-8. -
The late composer, Jac. Offenbach, had a friend, a jour-
nalist, whose bad tongue was and is yet feared on the
ian Boulevards. “Do you know,” he said one day to
bach, ‘ ‘ whiehyocation I would have chosen in your
“You arouse my curiosity,” remarked the one qua
“Well,” replied his friend, “I would have become
s§i
isadt^SSIllll
Till his death Offenbach remembered
rS
MarbiEX) life should be a sweet, harmonious i
like one of Mendelssohn’s, “without words.”
Visitor.
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When Liszt was fourteen years old he performs
concert in England, in which one of his solas was anno;
in the following rather odd style
:
“Air (Beichstodt Yalse), with Grand Variations Sm
chestral Accompaniments, composed by Czerny, and
formed by Master Liszt on Brard’s new patent grand ]
forte of seven octaves.”
At the same concert he played Hummel’s A Minor
certa and extemporized a Fantasia. This at fourteen
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In the “course of human events ” it some
miss a lesson. A fhneral that
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PIANO RECITALS AT COLLEGES,
SEMINARIES, AND OTHER
I
,
EDUCATIONAL ESTAB-
LISHMENTS.
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THE ETUDE.
mud you happen pot to he at home, do you expect him not
to charge you for his visit, or charge you less? Teachers,
like doctors, are paid not for their services nor for their
ferae
;
not even for the benefit they bestow on their patients
in curing them. They are paid for the obligation under
which they are to render their professional services. Thus,
also, the music teacher is paid for his obligation to be
ready to discharge his duties at such a time and for so long
as it has been agreed upon. If he fails in that duty he is
liable to prosecution or fine, as the ease may be. The pupil,
however, is under no other obligation than to pay to the
teacher, at such and such a time, the stipulated sum ;is a
remuneration for his services ? No; as a remuneration for
that obligation named above. There cannot be a shadow of
doubt about that. By law if a teacher, after being engaged
by the month, is, after one lesson given, notified to stop
/
; lemons, he is entitled to the full month’s salary. This set-
tles our question from a point of law.
' But if a flat refusal to pay such a bill were followed up
by a recourse to law the probable result would be that the
.. ; teacher, after recovering the full amount of his bill, would
find himself for twice that amount “out of pocket ” after
having settled lawyers fees, without counting the feme lost
to- in going to court-.
Therefore the teacher prefers first to remonstrate gently
'
.
and compromise finally. Of course he is the only looser.
But should that thus be ? Is there no remedy for it ? There !
is a remedy for it, and a very effective one whenever the’
teacher can resort to it, and that is prepayment. Who
.
- Cholds the money is the master of the situation. No com-
Jty
-ty ment needed.AG D Yet there are cases where the teacher cannot use this
.remedy. Many people pretend to consider prepayment as a
y distrust in their integrity. Sometimes it is not convenient.
Sometimes they expect the new-teacher to trust them fully,
whilst-they feel not inclined to trust the teacher. They do
sot consider that the teacher has to settle his bills just as
well as they, and they forget that a teacher who.is not worth
-
~ their confidence is a bad companion pro tern., and should.
not be engaged at all. But, for argument’s sake, let as ad-
mit that an agreement has been entered into without stipu-
lating prepayment and discuss the question whether missed
lessons should be deducted from the monthly or quarterly
||| MIL
Whenever a party engages a teacher such an act is not
done without consulting “the pocket.” People always
think it first over whether they are able to meet the regular
hills throughout the year. After finding that they can
engage the teacher.
' A lesson has been missed, say for unavoidable reasons.
-
-
- If fee bill is paid in frill the only real loss is the lesson, not
the money
;
for the obligation of the teacher remains infinity
force. The teacher may be asked whether he has leisure'
1- tame tohnake up for; that missed lesson, and whereverrihe
teacher can he will no doubt consent to it. If, however, a
deduction in the bill is insisted upon, the teacher-feels disap-
pointed, for he sustains a serious loss, and if this becomes
the rule he is not able to meet his bills and lodses his eager-
ness to discharge his duties with his usual zeal.
But there is another side to that question. If pupils
know that they have to pay missed- lessons they will do
their best to avoid missing a lessonpwhich is in the end far
better for them, for regularity hrreceiving lessons and prac-
ticing them cannot be undemited. Even if they were not
able, by sickness or other/finavoidable reasons, to practice
/S for fee given lesson, thefeacher can teach them a great deal
;
he can practice thenain first sight reading
;
he can explain
a great many itentyin music, such as harmony, etc., so that
fee loss of a mtesed lesson is actually no loss at all. It is,
therefore, mytopinion that all missed lessons should be paid
-for, unlessfee teacher can give them before the month or
quarter is up without any serious loss to himself, and it
shpuldoe each teacher’s duty to inform his customers of it
when he enters into a contract with them. E. Y. A.
High art is never popular. Why ? Because the few only
are as yet refined enof^'U to understand, and consequently
injoy, such refine: a as is represented by true art. Every-
thing in this world takes time to develop. A refined mind
not born spA It must have leisure to study to become so.
.Therefore, so long as fe$ world is not advanced to a point
where even the laboring man, outside of merely earning his
suetenaaoe, will be able to devote some time at least to his
refinement and culture, so long true art cannot become
popular. It wiH be conceded, however, feat fee tendency
si the world is to progress, and not to go backward
;
there-
fore, every tree artist should aim to spread fee understand-
.iag-and -: - - bag of fee best, and not fee lowest, produc-
mw&iifMs art
;
for a man cannot be taught to eqjoy say, a
Buefetrven sonata by playing polkas and such like to Mm.
TTftj jfirtrrd The correct way to do is to let Mm hear said
that its a lo i will at last become familiar
to him and its beauties disclosed tq his mind. Of course he
would have understood the polka at once, but by teaching
him to enjoy the sonata you have not only raised his taste,,
but you ‘have also given him a means and shown him a way
how he in time can learn to enjoy the great works of the
masters.
In this country, the great newspapers could exercise an
immense influence in raising the musical taste
;
but instead
of doing this they unfortunately often do the reverse. In-
stead of engaging musicians to write about music in their
musical columns, they generally have men who know little
or nothing about the art. With the exception of two or
three of the great New York dailies, who have lately taken
a step in the right direction, managers of journals in this
country seem to think that anybody is good enough to write
about- music. Thus you can take up a large newspaper and
find half a page or more devoted to the minutest details of
a base ball match, and when you turn to the musical column
you can read : “Unfortunately, our space to-day will not
permit us to notice as we would like to the concert of Mr.
So and So, which took place last night,” etc., etc.
A few months ago the largest and richest newspaper in
Boston advocated in its musical column the playing of
Strauss waltzes, etc., in the. concerts of the Boston Sym-
’ phony Orchestra because the. programmes were too heavy,
wearied the people, and did not educate them to enjoy the
higher-class music. This orchestra consists of 80 picked
1 players under a competent conductor, gotten and kept to-,
gether at a great expense and labor. Now, I say, how
any sensible person conceive the end purpose of such a bbdy
to be to cater to the low standard of musical taste of the
general public? To my minctyan orchestra like feat has a
mission to fulfil. It should form a stronghold of art, where
only the highest and best is performed, thus gradually draw-
ing up its audience. The mischief a newspaper does by
thus advocating the lowest, instead of fee highest music is
great
;
the more so as it is calculated to mislead and create
wrong impressions amongst the general public. The great
mistake that so many fall into isAo think that the way to
teach anybody to enjoy classifel music is to begin by giving
them light music. This tyfiot the case-, as I have already
said in reference to the Jfeethoven sonata. There is nothing'
uss waltz in itself, but I deny it any
us there is a fitness to all things, I
i be relegated -to where it belongs,
on the programme of a Symphony
wide a raiige that, like language,
st thoughts as well as the shallowest,
n reproduce a master-work and also
ys, a good deal is said and written
mt programmes being too heavy; in
other words, too much classical music. I am sorry to see
this, because the less classical music the American people
hear the less they will like it. Take away all high art from
a nation and it will soon sink into barbarism. A young
nation like the American is in especial need of high art
(meaning poetry, sculpture, painting, etc. ; also, music, of
course) to counteract the influence of materialism. I strongly
advocate the reproduction of only the best at high class en-
tertainments, and no’ catering therein, to the so-called popu-
lar taste, which is always low. Let there be separate light
class- entertainments if you wish, but do not mix the two
together. In my opinion, though, a so-called miscellaneous
concert has no more educational and artistic value or refin-
ing influence on an ‘audience than a circus performance has.
They are about on a level, as far as that is concerned, being
merely amusements. Let a waltz, etc., therefore, be heard
where it should be, but do not degrade music by playing it
after a great symphony. A grand orchestral concert is of
course the highest kind of musical entertainment, hut as
orchestras are yet too few in this country, the piano has to
supply its place to a large extent. Some of the best works
by the great composers have been written for this instru-
ment, which is a representative of the. orchestra, so to
say. A piano concert composed of such works would of
necessity, therefore, he of Mgh value. I would suggest,
therefore, that the numerous colleges, seminaries, and other
educational establishments spread all over fee country,
should make a practice of giving say six such concerts dur-
ing the winter, engaging therefor, of course, only first-class
performers, as a master-piece inadequately rendered does
the cause of music more Harm than good. There are at
present quite a number of first-rate pianists who are wast-
ing their powers in teaching. If my suggestion were carried
out, these artists could exercise their powers for the benefit
of all in reproducing the great master-works and leave the
teaching to such as are not concert pianists and make a pro-
fession of teaching. Some united action would of course
have to take place to make this feasible. A pianist living
in New York would of course he unable to go to Vir-
ginia or OMo for one or two concerts
;
hut if say half a
dozen or more colleges would unite to have their concerts
follow each other day by day, and engage the same artist
for the series, he could afford to make a long journey then
either to Virginia or OMo or any bther State. The educa-
tional value and refining influence on fee generation grow-
ing up of such concerts wife only fee best music would be
vary great. Let us hope feat fee time is not far distant
when music will be on a more satisfactory basis in America
than it is at present. - Louis Maas.
A GRADED LIST OF INSTRUCTIVE...
AND CLASSICAL COMPO-
SITIONS.
The composition here appended are some oS' the most
trustworthy in .the whole of piano literature Tills list
should not be destroyed, but carefully kqpt for reference.
The pieces are of a higher order, and ourt fellow-laborers in
conservatories and music schools wity-welcome this list as-
containing many unknown pieces. An case you cannot ob-
tain this music, write direct to TffE Etude. We will order
from abroad, if not to be obtairied in the United States.
Ftfst Grade
.
Jac. Bliend, op. 12, fifty Uebungstiicke beim ersten Unter-
richte (fifty Instructive Pieces to be used in Connection with
First Instruction); Jac. Bliend, Musikalische Erfaolnngs-
stiicke (Mnsibal Recreations)
;
Clement!, op. 36, No. 1-3;.
Czerny, sotae of op. 139 and op. 174; Haydn, twelve Petite®.
Pieces
;
Hfunten, op. 21, Nob. 1 and 4, Rondinos; KoMer,
Popular Melodies of all Nations, Books 1 and 2; Lanner,
Golden Melody Album, five books; Jac. Schmitt, op. 325,
Musikal Schatzkastlein (Little musical treasury in ’ four
books). '
Second Grade.
Beethoven, op. 49, No. 1 and 2; Bendel, op. 118, No. 2, a.
promenade; Chwatal, op. 185, In der Ferae; dementi, on.
36, No. 4-6 ; Goetze, op. 3, No. 2, Sonajine ; Haydn, Sere-
nade
;
Hunten, op. 30, No. 1 and 2, op. 128, No. 1 ; Jung-#
mann, op. 1-07, Savoyarden-Lied, op. 225, No. 3, Schal-
maienklange
;
Kuhlau, op. 55, No. 1-3, op. 20, three Sona-
tinas Kuhe, op. 138, Gipsey’s Drinking Song
;
Th. Kullak,
op. 62 and 81, Scenes of Childhood ; C. Martin, op. 23, Va-
riations
;
Mozart, Senate Facile, C Major, Rondo in 3>
Major
;
Oesten, op. 48, Nos. 2 and 3; Seissiger, op. 51, op.
57, Nos. 1 and 3 ; Reynald, op. 6, Tone Pictures, Nos. 1, 2r
and 4 ; Rohr, op. 15, first book ; SchnabeL op. 23, book 1,
Rondo
;
Spindler, Immergriin (Evergreen), Nos. 1 and 3,
op. 225, Nos. 2 and 4, op. 117, Nos. 1 and 2; Schubert,
Marsh aus ‘ ‘ Die Versehwomen von Fr. Lanner
;
’
’ Schumann,
op. 68, first book ; Voss, op. 94, Nos. 1 and 2.
Third Grade
Beethoven, op. 79, Sonata; Burgmuller, op. 73 and op.
62
;
Chwatal, op. 212, No. 2, Alpine Dream ; Clementi, op.
37, 38, Sonantas ; Chopin, op. 68, four mazurkas, op. 69,
two waltzes (these are the easiest- compositions of Chopin’s) $ ,
Haydn, Nos. 7 and 23, (Weinholz Edition) ; Hunten, op. 30,
Nos. 3 and 4, op. 129, Nos. 1 and 2 ; Kalkbrenner, La Femme
du Marin
;
Mozart, Sonatas 7, 14, 19, (Weinholz Edition) ; -
Schumann, Jugend Album, Book 2
;
Serieux, op. 7, Valse
Gracieuse, op. 16, Valse ; Stiiekrad, op. 1, Serenade ; Voss,
Esmeralda. •
Fourth Grade.
Asclier, op. 40, Fanfare Militaire ; Beethoven, Two Rondos
in C and G, Var’s on “ midi brennt ein heisses Fieber,” op.
33, Bagatellen ; Bendel, op. 115, Polka ; Chopin, op. 7, mar
zurkas, op. 18 valsty op. 34 No. 1, valse in a minor; Chwa-
tal, op. 139, No. 1, On Wings of Songs (Mendelssohn); Dobrz-
ynsky, op. 58, Resignation ; Dorn, op. 93, Musikalisches
Bilderbuch
;
Field, Nocturnes, No. 1-6
;
Goetze, op. 4, Flie-
gende Blattehen
;
Haydn, Sonatas, Nos. 2, 8, 16, 20, 22, 33
(Edition Weinholz)
;
Heller, op. 25 and 26, Deux Ph&ra-
phrases
;
ftenselt, op. 28, No. 1, Petite Valse ; Henselt,
Souvenir de Varsovie
;
Herbert, op. 3 ; Jadassohn, op. 18,
Trois petite Morceaux, op. 12, No. 1, Scherzino, op, 22, Trois '• A
Vaises ; Kuhe, op. 139, No. 1, Schubert’s Wanderer ; Kal- -
-
lak, op. 20, No. 1, The -Coquette, op. 39, No. .2,' Adxeux a .
la mer
;
Mayer, op. 83, Valse-Etude, op. 121, Jugend
bluten, four books; Mayer, op. 292, Bdhmisches lied;
(Bohemian Melody)
;
Mendelsohn, The easier Song Without
Words
;
L. Mayer, La Plue de Peries
;
Mozart, Romance in
A Flat; Reinecke, op. 47, Three Sonatas, Nos. 1 and 2;
Leifert, op. 11, Standchen ; Serieux, op. 2, Scherzo, op. 12,n -AA. . C1-1 3 DO TTTB JX A 1 A, G
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;
Wollenhaupt, op. 54 1 op. 71 Galop.
•'A-- -
my
Fifth Grade.
J
Rtfeh, Kleine Preludien (Peter’s edition) -; Beefe
Sonatas, op. 14, No. 1, 2, op. 2, No. 1, op. 10, No. 1,
op. 22 ; Bendix, op. 1, Five Clavierstucke ; BoMer. op
Vales; Decker, Erlkonig
;
Goetze, op. 6, Three Seh
Gradener, op. 24, Fliegencuj Blattehen; Henselt, Rha
in F Minor
;
Kothe, op. 3, La Melancolie ; Kullak
Valse
;
Loeschom, op. 35, Ballade in B Minor ; 1
op. 34, Rondo inA Major, op. 71, Rondo Exprewio
op. 26, Serenade ; Schubert, Funeral March, trahserty.
H, Scholtz ; Schumann, op. 90, No. 9, Novelletta, op.
No. 16, Slumber Song.
(To be.concluded in next iasa
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THE FOEMAIJOK OF THE HAND.
At the late meeting of the Indiana State Music Teach-
ers’ Association the following valuable essay was read by
lira. Flora M. Hunter. The Association, by a rising
rote, expressed its thanks to the lady, • If the Association
bad done nothing but develop this essay, its existence is
worth maintaining. Let us see more State Associations
springing into existence,- and produce more of such
articles we here give to our readers. The lady begins by
saving:
There is a very great amount of material for the devel-
opment of a piano technic, and it is usually used with
pupils, in order to develop what they do not yet possess
—viz., what is called in piano parlance a hand.
Preliminary to this development it is necessary that a
hand and a pupil learn how to get the best possible tone
from a piano ; to get that tone in the possible way, ns
well asJo acquire this knowledge in the shortest possible
time. J
:
”’
All this must be attended to first, otherwise this so-
called development is building upon the sand.
I have known pupils who had struggled through Czer-
ny, Loesehorn, Kohler, yes, even dementi’s Gradus ad
Parnassum, in fact the whole literature of what is intended
to develop, not from, the hand. By pushing and crowd-
ing, thumping and striking, skipping notes and pedaling,
they have managed to, as the Germans say, smear through
a whole repertoire of wl>at they were as yet unfit to touch.
Thus all these studies which should be a help have
been made a hindrance by not first carefully training a
hand,.ami thereby putting it in shape to develop.
It is to this training, or forming of the hand, wrist and
arm that I ask your attention thus
:
The first and most important point to be considered is
a correct position of the hand.
It is the common plan to lay the hands upon the keys
in such a manner that the outside will fall a little lower
than the middle, thus giving undue prominence to the
first and second fingures, and thereby cramping or, crip-
pling the motion of the third and fourth by crowding
them down, (As I have occasion to speak of the thumb,
m often as a thumb, I have thought it best to speak of
the rest as the first, second, third and fourth figures,
Instead of first, second, third fourth and fifth.) If you
will place your hand in the usual position taught and
notice carefully, you will see that it is impossible so to
place it that all four fingers will fall squarely down upon
the kpys. and usually it is the third and fourth fingers
that strike somewhat sideways. As these are naturally
the weakest, I consider that they are to be favored in ail
legitimate ways, and by turning the. wrist out a little
more and allowing it to be somewhat higher on the out-
side than on the inside you will see at once that these
fingers have been brought to such a position that they
can fall square! v upon the keys and have a greater
- height from which to fall.
-To be sure this point 'has been gained at the expense
of the first and second, but as they are generally quite
able to take care of themselves, it will be only a case of
robbing a rich Peter to pay a poor Paul. The thumb
- must be kept free from the hand, and not only the end
of it but the whole thumb. This becomes of the greatest
Importance as we progress to scales; arpeggios, octaves,
etc. Every muscle of the hand and arm must be relaxed,
and in order to find if this be the case, I am in the habit
of requiring pupils to lay the fingers on the keys and
turn the wrist in every imaginable wav until one becomes
accustomed to the relaxed feeling. Then in order to pre-
vent thumping or pushing, I have found it best that the
fingers remain touching, not holding down the keys (five 1
consecutive keys).
I sav not holding down because often the effort required
to hold them dowp will make the muscles of the hand
rigid. Then one, generally the first finger, is raised with
"a quick motion, remaining^ stationary for an instant and
then allowed to fall into its former position on the kev
;
this is to be repeated a number of times ; then taken with
each finger in like manner, until proper motion is secured
without disturbing the position ofthe hand. This should
be done with the hands separately, always slowly, and
with the closest attention on the part of the pupil as to
the tone he is producing. He should be sure that the
fingers fall frith equal force ; that each one holds its key
with a firm pressure until time for it tp be released
entirely, as often relaxing tl\e pressure only slightly
d imj is stop
the tone.
After he is perfectly sure on these point* the hand
- may be held over instead of touching the keys, always in
the same position however. The first finger is allowed
to fell upon—uot strike—its key. remaining Until the
has felhrn butm longer, when- it is to resume its
former position over the keys. This repeated gives us
the slow trill, and, in fact, the whole line of finger work
that is to be done with the remainder, stationary upon
the five keys. And this brings us to a little elementary
work upon the wrist. Few of us consider that our wrist
is to move from side to side as well as up and down. This
can be illustrated by placing the right hand upon the
key-board and following it to slide upward without dis-
turbingA.be keys, and in nearly every case as it reaches
the upper end of the key-board it will be entirely out
of position and on a line with the arm, and if the piano
were longer the hand would form part of a circle in try-
ing to reach. In fact a piano was exhibited at the Paris
exposition with a circular key-board which shows that
some one has been thinking about it. Therefore it is
well to practice sliding the hands over the keys both up
and down before .playing any notes until it can be done
with either hand without loss of position
;
after that is
secured various figures may be played in the same way.
Next in order comes scale work, and here is to be found
again a reason for this elevation ofthe outside of the hand.
If you will notice carefully you will see that it gives the
thumb less distance to go in order to reach its key, and
as the hand is already tur ed for the thumb’s convenience
in passing under, no twisting is necessary, and l have
come to the conclusion that it is not the getting of the
thumb under that troubles so much in scale playing, but
in using the first finger again upon the next key without
turning the hand out of its position. It is very difficult
to keep an exact position in scale playing; that is, ascend-
ing with the right hand and descending with the left,
because of this .tendency to, well, “ flop” the hand over,
After using the thumb it should act as a pivot on which
to move the hand over until the first finger falls in such
manner that the general position never changes. Arpeg-
gios are to be played in the same "way as regards thumb
and first finger only it is entirely unnecessary to keep
the hand spread as is usually the ease. After each finger
has done its duty it must pick itself up and along with
the hand, thereby avoiding that spralling look that one
so often sees. In all running passages the hand lies in a
slanting direction over the keys. I have watched such
artists as Rubinstein, Essipoff, Fred Hiller, etc., and
invariable observed this point.
Next in order comes chords, and here I want to digress
a little and talk ofsomething else. It may perhaps have
noticed that I have never once said strike the keys, but
always let the fingers fall. It may seem to some that
there is no difference in these two terms, but if a key is
struck with a direct blow it produces a sforzando effect
which soon dies away, while simply allowing the finger
to fall produces a softer but more even tone; more singing
and of better quality. This, however, can be developed
until it is as powerful as need be and still retain these
better qualities. This manner of letting the fingers fall
has been described by many great pianists and teachers
of the East, who insist it is done by pressure alone. I
have watched them play, however, ana notice that their
fingers fall as much as any one else I
• Mr. Petersilea; of Boston, says: “We all know that
the piano is "constructed in such a way that a tone is the
result of the stroke of the hammer against a wire and a
corresponding vibration, of the sounding board. We
know that we can’t squeeze the tone out of the piano any
more than we can juice out of a stone. The feeling
must prompt the use of the fingers.” On the other hand,
one, in speaking of a direct stroke of the fingers, says
of it: “Lifting the fingers so high and striking with
force stiffens th<e wrist and produces a slight jar in, the
band which cuts of the singing quality of the tone like
closing the mouth suddently in singing.” Ifone abandon
one’s self to the pressure or pushing style of playing he
necessarily loses force, while on the contrary, the striking
of the keys is too explosive. Therefore I adopt in teach-
ing a happy medium between the two. And what applies
to the fingers applies more or less to the way of playing
chords and octaves. All unite in saying play from the
wrist, but, there are two ways of doing tnis. One, the
old way of raising hand and forearm nrtd letting fall on
the keys. If you listen carefully you will hear not only
the chord with an explosive tone but the blow—thus-
—
This can be avoided and a better tone gotten for heavy
chords by raising the wrist and forearm, letting thft hand
hang, and letting it fall without resistance upon the
keys. This
, adds the weight of arm. hand and wrist
where only the blow was the result before. As in the
case of the fall of ttte fingers, a much fuller tone with less
impurities is the result, short chords should be pulled or
plucked out from the piano—thus—this avoids all impur-
ities of tone and makes one surer besides. Octaves should
be played always with a loose wrist, but not in the old
fan-like manner, as too oth Is wasted for n
’
little higher than usual;playing, and with the wrist n
with a dancing hand rather than a swinging one.H
‘ little toritfef to help ttoe that
I cite
not be described in limited space ; one particularly which
deals in so using the hand as to throw the greatest forest
or weight on the weakest fingers in octave playing)
therefore always bringing out the melody note more
clearly, a most important point. .
In conclusion, I will point out one or two faults that
have come so constantly under my observation. One of
them which I mentioned in the beginning of this article/
is giving so much to develop a hand before it is fit for
development. The second and greater one is this con-
stant urging of pupils to speed before they can play
slowly with proper motions. I cannot enough urge the
importance of constant, steady, slow practice; it give*
sureness, steadiness, readiness, yes, speed itself bettor
and quicker than this constant endeavor to get there, no
matter in what way, so the goal is reached in the end.
I have heard artists practicing for public playing ip that
slow, ste uly and careful manner, which alone give*
sureness.
There are plenty of etudes for other than technical
purposes,to be used while this formation of the hand i*
going on, etudes in style, phrasing rhythm, etc., and afte*
all this careful beginning what a pleasure it is to a teacher
to see the results in a pupil, then all these studies for
development will develop, and with more attention paid
to preliminary work what a lot of artists we might have
in place of the many who toy with and simply tick!*
the piano.
The Musical World, in the August number, pays
the following tribute to an institution that is doing a
great work in the direction of giving its students a
thorough Musical education, and ought to be more widely
knrftvn that it is.
This celebrated school of music has long been recognix-'
ed as one of the most thoroughly organized schools which
our country affords. It seems to be entering upon a
new era of prosperity with its fine building nearly ready
for use, whi< h when completed will cost about seventy-
five thousand dollars, and its lanrely increased crops of
professors, most of whom have added to the best advan-
tages which could be obtained in this country, a course
of several years of study in the musical centers of Europe,
it will be readily conceded that this school takes a fore-
most position among the few really good schools which
our country possesses.
One secret of the steady and solid growth of this school
has been its policy of employing only thoroughly qualified
teachers, who have exhibited not alone superior talents
as musicians, but also that more rare gift,-an ability to'
impart their knowledge to others, and to stimulate the
student to the accomplishment of the most artistic result*.'
Added to this is the mast scrupulous care on the part of
teachers to give to the student only the purest and bbet
models for study, with the constant effort to elevate and
purify the ideal in his mind. 1
A student w^th'a finely balanced musical organism,
once having taken a deep draught at such su fount*!*
rarely has any desire to do other than to press forward
to the highest attainments within his reach,.and often
accomplishes that which under less favorable condition!)
would have been impossible.
To still further aid in securing the highest
great pains are taken to afford frequent opportunities to
the student to hear the best Artists in the various depart
ments of musical study. At. these and other concert*
.held during the past year more than five hundred Com-
pos .ions were performed in the presence of students and
instructors.
This in itself is a most powerful educational instru-
mentality, which has left its impress upon all who were
able to hear them. , V
The expenses ofthe student are reduced to the minimum
consistent with the high standard of scholarship required^
We predict a prosperous future for the school, and
esteem those fortunate who are able to secure to them
selves the benefits which it offers. Jv-
to jlfoceedw ti[t Wesson Jfonr.^
Since the teacher is seldom in a position to oversee th*
private excercises of his pupil, on toe systematic •
.
*
and regularity of which all progress depends, it ia
enough that he exhorts the pupil at the end of
lesson to be diligent in practice: he must at
himself during the lour if ies.-es, that ti < me *
piotfe/ to the pupil/cr Ai* proofs For tbit i
- vfi J a-—
be taught.
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’A&to To'a distinct method in the practice of the pieces,
.
---’fljNSm which there must be no departure without special
- reasons.
.
" therefore let the teacher begin the hour always with
the. finger-exercises, since these are commonly less to
the taste of the scholar, and yet requires great attention
And freshnes. Let the etudes follow; and finally, with
the beginner'las well as with the advanced player, pieces
for performance ; also, so far as the time permits playing
with four hands. Much depends here os a judicious
division of the hour. While at the beginning a great
part of the lesson-hour must be spent on the mechanical
forming of the fingers, the teacher will have to- occupy
tte advanced pupil more with etudes and pieces,—with-
out omitting technical exercises altogether. Of course
the teacher must dwell mast on that which is most need-
fill for the scholar.
Let the teacher accustom the scholar not only to a
definite order in the succession of his tasks, but also,
’.during the lesson hours, to a correct method in practising
them. Let him never suffer him to play over his tasks
before .him for the first time otherwise than slowly,-and 1
with & full touch ; let the scholar try a quicker, and finally
fee prescribed time, only when he can execute his tasks
m a stow tempo fluently, without halting, dragging, or
hurrying, but with clearness and certainty. It cannot
be too often repeated to the scholar, that only a slow and
well-considered practice leads to the right goal. In slow
practice the requisite' clearness and equality of touch is
formed, the fingers learn in a much shorter time to find
their way with certainty ; and. with the increasing feel-
ing of security, the pupil gains the self-confidence so
necessary to a correct delivery. Passages in which the
pupil -does not succeed should be played over and over to
fee teacher,—at first slowly, then faster and faster, until
the execution satisfies him. If, however, he finds that
fee sure execution of this or that passage cannot quite
succeed in the present stage of the pupil’s., technical
development, let him see that the pupil play it for the
time being as well as he can, even if it be m a slower
tempo than the one prescribed, and afterwards come back
to it again. If peculiar difficulties present themselves
fonone hand, or for both hands, at once, let the pupil
not attempt the playing with both hands together, until
he has succeeded in a sure execution with each hand
singly. Long-extended and continuous passages should
be divided into single shorter members, which may be
strung together again after careful practice.
It is of great importance, sad particularly useful, for
fee teacher at the close of the lesson, with beginners sad
with’ those who do not yet understand how to practise in
the right way, to look over the several tasks once more,
sail their attention to the faults already noticed, and
remind them of the improvements to be borne in mind.
The scholar, when he takes up his pieces is his private
study, has to do the same, recalling in his memory all
fee teacher’s remarks relating to the desired improve-
ments
;
then, first of all, let him take principal passages
singly
;
when these are .mastered, he may pass os' to the
practice and smooth, faultless rendering of the whole
piece according to the teacher’s requirements.
Through ...the teacher’s consistent adherence to this
method in the lesson hours, the pupil will acquire the
habit of thoughtful and attentive practice by himself,
and will become conscious why he practises, what he is
to reach through practice. Thoughtless practice without
iregard to the instructions and hints given by the teacher,
-
phnleMplaying of things through without frequent’ repeti-
tion ofthe difficult passages and divisions, when necessary,
with each hand singly,-—is not practice, but waste of time,
and always leads to an indistinct and faulty way of play-
ing.
Here the teacher must be warned against interrupting
the advanced scholar, when he is playing over his lessons,
by frequent remarks at every little accidental oversight
or fault. Bather let him play his piece through entirely,
or in its larger divisions, and correct the mistakes that
- he has made when he has finished thepiece, or perhaps
in another repetition of the same. Tne scholar never
acquires repose and certainty when he is too often inter-
rupted in nis playing. He only becomes anxious and
perplexed, and will never gain a sure judgment of his
own performance in that way.
But, with the most undisturbed playing over of his
tasks, the scholar will gradually lose all embarrassment *
and little by little he will gain the presence of mind
required for the performance, and the indispensable self-
confidence.
What is here said may not be exhaustive on this point
;
butto the thinking teacher it will give hints enough to
enable him to find the right means of forming in each
one ofhis scholars, according to bis individuality and
talent* the habit of thinking for himself in all his prao-
tice.—
P
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BEETHOVEN’S NINE - SYMPHONIES. By Sib
George Grove, D. 0. S. Geo. H. Ellis, Pub-
isher, 141 Franklin Street, Boston, Mass. Price,
$1.50.
The book is not written for the learned, but fulfills the
purpose for the amateur for home study what the short
explanatory notes serve on the programmes of our con-
cert rooms. The author in the preface says if “They are
not written for musicians or for those who are familiar
with the structure of orchestral pieces. They are written
bv an ignoramus for those of his own stamp; and they
attempt to put the readers into possession of the facts
about the music as they have been- gradually revealed to
him. Their aim is to enable my readers to appreciate
what I have learned, more quickly than I was able to
learn it; because I had no guide, but was forced to find
it out for myself.”
To those who are not within reach of hearing of an or-
chestra the 4-Hand arrangements and the reading from
this book would make an acceptable and useful addition
to our ’amateur concerto.
We here give our readers a short extract from the de-
scription of the Fifth Symphony. Sir Grpves says:
The C minor Symphony is often spoken of, and still
oftener regarded, as if it were a miracle of irregularity,
and almost as if Id composing it Beethoven had aban-
doned all the ordinary rules which regulate the construc-
tion of a piece of music, put down whatever came upper-
most in his mind, and, by the innate force of genius, pro-
duced a miraculous masterpiece which seized the world
with admiration and has kept it in astonishment ever
since. Even M. Beflioz speaks of it as “the first of the
nine in which Beethoven gave free reign to his stupend-
ous Imagination, and rejected all foreign aid and support
whatever. His first, second and -fourth Symphonies are
constructed on the old form. ... In the Eroica, the
limits are enlarged. . . . But, on the other hand, the
Symphony In C minor appears to me to be the direct and
unmixed product of the genius of its author, the develop-
ment of his most individual mind, . . . while the forms
of both melody and harmony, of rhythm and instrumen-
tation, are as new and original as they are powerful and
noble.” M. Fetis further characterizes Beethoven’s style
as a kind of improvisation rather than composition,
meaning- thereby, apparently, some wild, lawless mode of
proceeding, which, because he was a transcendent genius,
happened to come oat all right. Such ideas are’simply
contrary to facte, and highly misleading. Whatever he
was in actual improvisation at the, piano-forte, Beethoven
with the pen in his hand was the most curiously tentative
and hesitating of men. Those who know his sketch-
books tell us that he never adopted his first ideas; that it
is common to find a theme or a passage altered and re-
peated. a dozen or twenty times; that those pieces which
appear to us the most spontaneous have been in reality
most labored; that the composition grew under his hand
and -developed in unintended directions, as- it did, per-
haps, with no other’ composer; and that it almost appears
that he did not know what the whole would be until the
very last correction had been given to the proof-sheets.
So much for the idea of sudden inspiration. As for that
of irregularity, it may surprise the reader to hear that
theO minor Symphony is from beginning to end as
strictly in accordance with the roles which govern the
production of ordinary musical compositions as any Sym-
phony or Sonata of Haydn or Wanhall. These roles are
nothing arbitrary. They are not fiat or dicta of any single
autocrat, Which can foe set at naught by a *enius greater
than that of him who ordained them. They are the
gradual results of the long progress of music, from the
rudest Volksleider
,
from the earliest compositions of Joa-
quin des Pres and Palestrina, gradually developing and
asserting themselves as music increased in length, and as
new occasions arose, as instruments took the place of
voices, as music Btrayed outside the Church, and allied
itself to the world, but as absolute and rigorous and im-
perative as the lawB which govern the production of an
oak or an elm, and permit such infinite variety of ap-
pearance in their splendid and beautiful forms. In fact,
they are not rules, but laws; and it is only an unfortu-
nate accident that has forced the smaller term upon us
instead of the greater.
In speaking of the opening notes of the work, some
years after its composition, Beethoven is reported to have
said, “So pocht das Schicksal an die Pforte,”r—“That is
how fate knocks at the door;” and the phrasefifa- fitting
text for a movement so full of the struggle of life,-—of
conflict® and victories, and laments ana triumphs, and
happiness. One has neither the obligation nor the temp-
tation, as in some of the other Symphonies, to attach any
definite meaning to the music or to construct any picture
out ©fit. It is enough that it touches one’s deepesl
most sombre feelings, and hurries one along unresistingly
on its tremendous current. That the actual notes above
named were those of a bird which Beethoven heard is’
the Prates is quite possible; but, like the four notes
which form the groundwork of the Allegro of the Violin
Concerto, and were suggested by the repeated knocks of
a mad shut out of his house in the dead of the nigh;,, the
fact only shows how vast is the transmuting power of im-
agination. Such themes are like the magic ball of the
fairy story, which opens at the word of command, and
pour forth whole kingdoms and nations, -cities, villages,
mountains, rivers, armies, and myriads of people.
The .wole work is charmingly written,
one of the grandest to write about. The. diction is 4
the facts are quite authoritative. Sir Grove, in his earn-
estness and enthusiasm, has gathered every circumstance
bearing on these remarkable works. The whole is ljt up
by the fire of his Imagination, which makes the book at
once entertaining and useful. Each Symphony can be
had separate in pamphlet form from the publisher - at &
trifling cost.
This work is published in the Standard Library scries,
but with portions omitted from the original*, English
edition, which were deemed of less Interest to the Ameri-
can readers. The price of the original, 2 vols., is $6,0Q,
This is the latest work of the author of
moral.
A book for . all who love music, or would cultivate a
teste for it. Stradivarius, Paganini, Liszt, Wagner, come
in for a part of his attention. The performance of “Par-
sifal,” at Bayreuth, is described somewhat at length, in a
most captivating manner. A chapter on “Old Violins”
shows the touch of a connoisseur, and Is written in m
animated style that arouses and holds even the most lan-
guid reader. In fact, for a popular work of music, it
would be difficult to same a book equal to this. The
writer’s critical tastes are supplemented by an infallible
instinct as to what points are of interest to the greatest
number of readers, and by an easy conversational style
which engrosses one’s attention before he is well aware
of it. The author’s enthusiasm is another point in Ills
favor. He is full of his subject, and his writing Is evi-
dently a labor of love.
Rev. Haweis is one of the best—if not the best-
writers forfevbrs of music. This book should be one of
the first in every library. His “Memories” of the- violin
are perhaps his keenest. He gives a vivid description of
his school days—sprinkled here and there with some In-
teresting observations. Here is one which refers to One
of his teacher—D^vonport—-whom he says “In six weeks
I got positively to love. In music, yon learn more in %
week from a sympathetic teacher, or at least from, some
one who is so to you, than from another, however excel-
lent, in a month. You will make no progress if he can
give you no impulse.
What a. mystery lies iu the word “teaching!”'- One will
constrain you irresistibly, and another shall not be; Able
to persuade you. One will kindle you with an ambition
that aspires to what the day before seemed inaccessible
heights, while another will labor in vain to stir your
sluggish mood to cope with the smallest obstacle. The
reciprocal relation is too often forgotten,
:
.It.is'as«imsd :
''
that any good master or mistress will suit any willing
,
pupil. Not at all—any more than A can mesmerise' fi,
who goes into a trance immediately on the appearance of
C. All personal relations, and teaching relations are in-
tensely personal, have to' do with subtle cond itioh&~-pri»
explored, but inexorable and instantly perceived. The
soul puts out, as it were, its invisible anterra®, knowing
the soul that is kindred to itself. I do not want to be -
told whether you can teach me anything. I hum feu
cannot. I will not learn from you what I must learn
from another; what he will be bound to teach me. All:
you may have to say may be goodand true, but itiqa
little impertinent and out of place. You spoil the truth.
You mar the beauty. I will not Leaf these things from
you; you spoil nature; you wither art; vom are not to-
me, and I am not for you—“Let me go .Aeaej^mjr-.r
—she will not hear.”
'
•~
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PRELIMINARY EXERCISES FOR THE FIRST BEGINNING
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old the arms and hands perfectly quiet, and play only with the fingers, holding them in a flexible position shaped like a
hammer.
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£"%* °t 48»*f ' special
In this month's issue we give considerable space to the * .°.
u®>
announcements of music schools. There are several
r5UmnS
truly meretorious schools of this kind in the country; “®^
erv®
some of those we have mentioned. It is now our pleas-
ant duty too add testimony to the above musical college. c *uao 53
! The time is near at hand when the West will be inde- f, ge
I advocate specialism in music teaching. But the
cialist in any branch of musical art should be a
M
m
e
thoro gh musician as well. A practical and theoretical
t aining should go hand in hand. It is necessary to fully
des e the title of musician to have at one’s finger’s
ends harmony, counterpoint, composition, and I will in-
l de Instrumentation, for without at least a fair knowl-
ed of this latter branch the scores—the real musical
•
'••froth ‘the West. The West is the home of some of our 1C“*“ ™
leading artists, and in general musical culture -the West
^
is very little,Jf any, betund the East. There has been a th®" »< P*rfV™a"^-
demand for a complete conservatory of music, and Dr. F. ^.ei _> 5 a .,
Ziegfeld has supplied the demand by founding of an in- 18 another, attrib'
I stitudon for advanced musical study. He is himself a thus w.JI not only live pn
if German musidan-a pianist of rare skill; but his repu-
intelligently understand i!
as an educator has given him his present promi- ^ES
rheSchool has been in successful operation for eighteen medalist does not recess
* years id is os ie of the oldest among the leading music c,aB ’ 1 have heard peri
.
schools, ire have. His corps of teachers number 21, and wf awaFe thafc th% dld.
H " including among this number some of the leading artists ra|®? °f harmony. us i
h rieago. ' List year the college taught 1,206 pupils, How can any one com?
hieh in itself shows the high prosperity of the school, only . the remotest kno.
The-location is in the centre of the city. A new build- an e ocutionist c
• ; lug is expected goon to be had for the exclusive use of w.h,ch. he d,d not underefc
tie college, containing a concert hall with stage and ap- P^jp;3™^ expression or in
tments, in which both concert and opera may be of his doing so is absurd,
ffi : •
.
given bv pupils of the advanced classes of the college, tionary parro .
“ The aim of the college is to furnish a Symmetrical and JjW special branch o
thorough musical education equal to any to be had in the selfJ ,can n!ake . a Pr®t(
; -•- ifQt l
musical acquirements by
§f \ The different members of the faculty have had the I
have often been sick!
^ benefit of the best instruction and have proved their canst singing in a langi
ability as teachers by years of successful effort. There is understand—apart , from
bo reason, therefore, why they should not be able to com- wronS coloring of the toi
„ i ; sonicate that which they have received.
_
pronounciation or those i
- Although careful attention is bestowed upon every de- cal expression wrong, rna,
jVjL- partment, the Piano, Organ, Violin, Harmony, Composi- interpretation. It is JU;
tion and Elocution will in the future, as in the past, be understand the grammar
:
- retained as the specialties of this institution. To the vajyVyLying
,
to recite in
highest and most artistic cultivation in these, therefore,' paY ipcase the passing ef
the brat energies and talent of the college are directed, in !- IC . n ’
„ ,
and with what success, the high musical standing of the . mi§‘1 *' f
s
T
, e
!
md€
. college graduates testifies more emphatically than any- Chinese, and set up for a
thing that could be said here.
"
.
J many people have the eff
There is no examination required for entrance, and language (,f music. I wc
. those not far ‘advanced, are especially welcome, as they Vue. to the natives as t
possess few or none of the erroneous ideas and bad habits does to me when he is co
of performance which are so easily formed by wrong e}'er3
’ thing about someth
|§7 : : ^-teaching or careless practice, and which prove in many atW)ut< Whene\er I nav<
V cases almost insurmountable obstacles to high cultiva- Pr0^s.- against die mis
tion; they, therefore, receive more readily the correct mus3Ciar'> and if every tr
fundamental principles, and can, as a rule, make steady w® would all come to r
and rapid progress, uninterrupted by the tedious process W1tn each other,
of unlearning bad habits
,
which retards the advancement New York, September,
' of others less fortunate.
The college has j,ust issued a neat, annual catalogue,
-
s
which will be sent free to those who may apply for it. a»„ |f .
>- We confidently commend Dr. Ziegfeld’s school to those 1 ^ '
of our readers who are contemplating studying in some
musical center during the winter months. u ,° Miss Emma Abbott has
1
our leading prima-dounas have sprung
u
student should learn to read and hear them in his mind’s
ear, and thus approximate the study and enjoyment of
eir actual pe formance.
Then, also, thorough familiarity with musical litera-
ture is ribute of the full-fledged musician. He
ill ractically- in music, but will also
ts rise and progress. Of course,
the majority of musicians are vocalists or instrumen-
talists. But the fact that a person is a vocalist or instru-
ntali n arily prove that he is a musi-
i n. I formers called musicians, yet I
I
as r at ey i not know even the simplest
ules o Thi s an insult to the real musician.
prehend music when they have
wledge of its construction ?
Imagine l or actor reciting in a language
hi i erstand! How could he recite with
phrasing, telligence ? The very thought
. He' would simply be an elocu-
ot.
In my f music the voice, I flatter my-
lf, I ma pre ty near guess at the vocalist’s
listening to the interpretation.
stru by the humorous effect of a vo-
lis uage which he or she did not
rstand— t, the musical interpretation. A
g nes at certain words and wrong
f words, thus throwing the musi-
m king a burlesque of the whole
just so when a pianist does not
of the musical language, he is
inly tryi intelligent style. The jingle
may ple ar, but to the musician it is an
flictio .
I ght a well un ertake a lecture in Arabic or
scholar in these languages, as
frontry to do in the intelligble
o ould make as humorous a pic-
t re he vocalist or instrumentalist
nfidently attempting to tell me
v y ing he doesn’t know anything
bou . v h e an opportunity, I invariably
prote t th use of the honorable title of
ic n, ue musician would do likewise,
e a more satisfactory understanding
wi h lr .
1884.
’v-/'
,
' 1
The new Leipsic Gewandhaus is so far advanced to,
ward completion that it will probably be opened toward
the end of autumn. Should this expectation be fulfilled,
twelve of the regular concerts will be given next season
in the new and ten in the old building.
A merchant in Berlin, having fallen in love with aa
opera singer, purchased two dresses and sent them to
her to make her choice, saying he would call to know her
j
decision. Shortly, however, before the hour Ire had
.
intended to set out on his errand, the merchant received
from his beloved a billet doux to the following effect
:
“Of the dresses you have sent, I like one quite as well as
the other. I will, in fact, keep both, so you have no
need tz call. r * T ...
Beethoven’s piano is said to be on exhibition la
London, The piano is a regular curiosity. It has six
and a half octaves, has three strings to the bass and four
to the treble, and retains much of it power. It was
especially manufactured for Beethoven, The authenticity
of the instrument is vouched for.
Among the piano students now at the Paris Conserva-
toire is numbered an American prodigy of such tender
years that the personal intervention of A mbroise Thomas*
was necessary in order to secure the admission of the -
gifted child, whose name is Earnest Schelling, and who
is only a little over eight years old, the rules of the
institution placing the age necessary for admission at nine
years. He has played in public ever since he was four
years old, and during the past season he appeared at a
charitable matinee in Paris his fellow performers being
Sarah Bernhardt, Mille Bureau of the Grand Opera
House, and others of equal prominence.
he Jfitit/s af (he jJhisili
Smmm
p Ui« Etvob.
!§iM(m§ and Musicians
BY GEO. T. BULLING.
Christine Nillson has left; England for Carlsbad. 6b#
will return to London at the end of September, en rout#
for New York.
returned to her country’s arms.
Perhaps it has never occurred to you that the term
“musician” is more frequently misapplied than it ought
to be. There are hundreds of people who are called
^ffinsicians, who are not entitled to that distinction. I do
not except a large army of music teachers who, though
they teach piano and singing, are not necessarily musi-
cians. .
. X protest strongly in the - name of musical art i
against the misuse of the highly honorable title of musi-
cian. It is a far more distinguished title than “Professor,”
: oir. “Doctor of Music,” as a rule. In fact, it is the highest
title that the devotee of musical art can win But you
would hardly think so, since there is such an incongru-
ious multitude of “musicians.”
The first attribute of the musician is not that he should
sing or play an instrument, but that he should know
‘ there Is, I may suggest, a depth of gift and
in the individual who knows mnsfe. The
o and vocal teacher has npt near as much
title of musician as he ought to have. • But
Ha him a musician. Save the mark! X have
less prominent vocalists and instrumental-
lowledge of music was ridiculously small.
It is said that Johann Strauss will visit America next
season.
Von Below has been teaching at the RaffConservatory
at Frankfort.
Rumor says that Anton Rubinstein will visit America
the coming season, and give a few—twenty is the reported
number-concerts.
Death of LowENBERO--The celebrated pianist, Low-
enberg, died at Vinna, last Wednesday, at the age ofj
twenty-eight, on his return from a successful concert tour
in Russia, where he caught a cold that settled on his !
lungs and developed into pneumonia. He was the most
girted pupil of Rubinstein, and had a promising future
i before him.
The Mozart monument, in Vienna, will cost $50,000,
a sum almost Jncredibly more than the com poser ever
!
received for all the music he wrote. He was permitted
to die in beggary and buried in a pauper,s grave. The]
monument cannot be placed over his tomb for the spot
where his remains lies is no longer known. Germany is
famous fpr refusing!ts great ones support;while they live,
j
and atoning for it by erecti
after their death.
Saint-Saens in Prague ants Vienna.— Camille
Saint-Saens will conduct the performance of his opera,
“Henry VIII.,” the first novelty of thfe winter season, at
the Sfcadfc Theatre, Prague. Thence lie will proceed to
Vienna, where he will produce, among other things, his
cantata, “La Lyre et la Haroe.”
Where Some of Our Singers Are.—Mme. Albina
remains in London for the present, but a provincial con-
cert tour is in contemplation. Mme. Patti is in Wales,
and will remain there till October, when she goes to
Paris to give three performances prior to sailing for
America. Mme. Pauline Lucca is at her villa near
Vienna, and in the winter she goes with Mme. Durand
to sing at St. Petersburg. Mme. Sembrich is at Dresden
holiday making prior to a season in Spain. Mme. Tre-
melii has left for Vienna, Mme. Fursch-Madi has left
England, and it is said she will spend the winter in this
country."
S. B. Mills is at the Laura 1 House, Catskill Mountains;
with his family. From private information I hear he
practices on a gjrand piano every forenoon for three or
four hours I He is reported to be an inveterate
smoker, and looks as “rotund as a hogshead.” His
talent makes up for his unprofessional looks and appear-
ance. He will return to the city the first week in Sep-
tember, when the additional skill acquired in the moun-
tain regions may be exhibited. Shall we have &
“Laurel House” Galop from his fertile pen?
§uhlizhed. •
.
,
SCIENCE AND SINGING. By Lennox Browns, • y;
F. R. C. S. Edgar S. Werner, Publisher, Albany,
N. Y. Paper, 40 cents.
The author is one of the most eminent throat-specialists, -
and has' already made valuable contributions.to this de- -
partment of literature. In this treatise he shows the no-
_
;
cessity for scientific knowledge, gives instances of the re*. ‘ . •
suits of unscientific teaching, ana discusses, among other
t hings, influence of aid to aid the ear, advantage of iaryn- y
goscopic observation, mechanical as|>ect of -br^thing;' • ,r
.
chemical aspect of breathing, carbonic acid to atmpr..
phere, poisonous air of theatres, effect of poisonous ait y i|
the voice, artificial Italian air, supposed vocal supremacy" \ JlM
of Italy, Italian as language of song
;
useleesnessofaiL I-
r
A
cial voice-mixtures, science in retofciou to voice-pfodus-
^
tion, questions concerning the registers, early education
of the voice, voice to be restored during “break.”^ Every
person interested in vocal matters should give this little -,
book careful perusal. '^
WM
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CROSSNESS.
For The Etudk.
Many teachera seem to think it entirely beneath their
professional dignity to ever smile or give to their pupils a
kindly word of recognition or encouragement. They appear
to regard the pupil as a kind of semi-sentient machine, the
successful operation of which depends mainly upon the
severity of their reproaches. This habitual crossness is not
, always a natural characteristic ol the instructor. At home,
at the soiree, on the street, he smiles benignantly and de-
ports himself pleasantly. Only in the class-room does lie
assume his most teirible aspect. He there receives his
pupils with frowns, stamps at them throughout the recita-
tion, punches his pencil through the music to recall the
distracted attention of the frightened or resentful pupil,
quibbles continually over the slightest errors, and, at the
dose, dismisses the poor tyro with a scolding lecture on the
faults of his past work. Whatever lie the motive for this
course of conduct, whether it be an assumption purely to
augment one's personal importance in the eyes of the pupil,
or whether it is in order to induce greater effort on the part
©f the pupil, or whether again it results from no motive but
from pure moroseness, it is all the same in its pernicious
effects. Experience proves that few children develop favor-
ably, in an educational sense, under the influence of com-
i pulsion or the restraint of fear. Where the method may be
effectual in waking up one sluggish dullard, it certainly
will result in benumbing and blighting the hopes and aspi-
rations of all the brighter students. Reproof is frequently
necessary, and is all right in certain cases, when it is
kindly administered for the good of the offender, and not
spitefully to vent the impatience of the offended.
A lady remarked to me, recently : “I had a real German
teacher when I studied music. Oh, he was fine
;
but, oh,
so cross !”
“Did you esteem him more for his crossness, madam?” I
replied.
4 By no means,” said she, “I just hated him.”
And thus it is universally. I do not, by the above illus-
tration, mean to imply that German teachers are Grosser
than others ; but I will say that many foolish Americans,
having heard or read that they were, are wont to confound
their crossness with their smartness, and make sometimes a
fatal mistake by endeavoring to emulate them in the former
respect, thinking thereby to attain the latter. Something
like the young man who purposely imitated the illegible
chirograpby of Horace Greely, believing thereby to acquire
something of that great man’s profundity.
No, my fellow-teachers, it will not do. We must recog-
nize love as the most potent factor in human development,
and apply it in all our methods of discipline if we expect
to accomplish the greatest amount of possible good. If our
pupils err, we must remember that we have done, and fre-
quently still do, the same, and instead of continually scold-
ing them for what they have not accomplished, or frighten-
ing them into doing something else, let ns endeavor, through
kindly admonition, to arouse their interest, and thus secure
a personal effort and mutual co-operation.. Innumerable
are the means, if once sought out, to arouse and hold the
enthusiasm of nearly every pupil at a “fever heat,” and
this is where it should be kept. It is easier to restrain than
todrag forward. Finally, if we make ourselves patterns in
regard to politeness; culture, refinement, and intelligence,
we shall speedily note the imitation in our pupils.
D. De Forest Bryant.
MUSIC TEACHERS’ NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION.
To The Editor of The Etude .
Bear Sir.—
W
ill you kindly allow me space for a brief
article on the Music Teachers’ National Association and its
claims on the musical fraternity of our great country.
Although the Association was founded a number of years
since, and has had its annual meeting every July, its exist-
epcewas practically unknown to the world until recently,
and the reports of its doings were looked upon with languid
curiosity and some suspicion by the limited number who
saw them. Thanks to the energetic action of the officers
of 1882, 1883, and 1884, its existence, aims, and advantages
were given great publicity.' ^he result was seen in the
* large attendance and enthusiasm at the Providence gather
bag, which was again eclipsed by the Cleveland meeting of
last July. Notable also was the distinguished personnel
Of those that took part, showing that the foremost com-
posers, pianists, organists, and vocalists of the country had
perceived and - taken the advantage of its membership.
.SoiuriUly the essays, embracing a wide scope of musical
subjbcfc6,have attracted more and more attention, and have
f been quoted and discussed in all musical journals and in
the daffy press. In feet, the Music Teachers’ National
Amoti&oon has an assured foothold, and is making itself
Mt as an authority in the musical development of the
country.
; > A- common experience n teachers has been a first attend-M -fh-.ttan ."a* meeti g from curiosHy, psrffdp&iaonin
the dfltensrtrtna^whiah are free to all, enjoyment of the re-
citals, acquaintance with other musicians, and, finally,
enthusiasm for the future of the Association.
Allow me to state in few words, for the benefit of music-
lovers who have never attended a meeting of the Associa-
tion, its aims, its plans, and its invitation. The Association
was formed to promote good fellowship and fraternity among
the musical profession, to advance true art and banish charl-
atanry by freely comparing notes and experiences in essays
and discussions, and to initiate needed reforms, for example,
such as was undertaken this last session in the matter of
/international copyright, also in the inauguration of the
College of Musicians. ! ‘ In union there is strength, ’ ’ and we
may add, also, personal gain in information and enjoyment.
Physicians, surgeons, dentists, lawyers, bankers, philoso-
phers, literatures have had for long years their associations,
the proceedings and resolutions of which are accepted
authority. In music alone has the past half century shown
constant bickerings, small jealousies, and belittling of
rivals, each musician of some, prominence carefully guard-
ing from others his own teaching methods, and gathering
around ' him his little coterie of admirers. Really the time
has passed for such narrowness. Prima facte
,
a method
which is hidden by a Chinese wall is one which will not
bear the light of discussion, and a musician who must be
always bolstered' up by flatterers, is probably more or less a
fraud. Water will find its level when not confined in a
water-tight tank, and in a free gathering of musicians merit
and demerit soonqr find their true possessore than in the
outside world. It is an erroneous supposition that musi-
cians will cut each others throats if they get at each other.
Two canines will belch forth defiance while there is a fence
between, but open the gate and generally neither one will
offer to pass through. Musicians as a whole are not unkind
critics of each other. The recital of American compositions
at Cleveland proved exceedingly interesting. The applause
was judicious, and for the more meritorious works very
hearty.
It is also a common mistake to suppose that the Associa-
tion is extensively used by any person or clique for selfish
purposes. In American life it is unavoidable that ambitious
persons should endeavor to advertise their ownselves or
their own wares, and that conceited people should occasion-
ally bore the Association with ridiculous essays. The
former is, however, forbidden by a late amendment to the
constitution, and the latter is quickly brought to grief in
the inevitable discussion that follows. In fact, a body of
earnest musicians, gathered from all parts of the continent,
cannot be controlled by a clique or for small measures. The
practical common sense of the prdfession may be trusted to
protect itself. A mistake made by some reviewers of the
Association proceedings is that the Music Teacher’s National
Association guarantees the musical standing of its members.
It is obviously impossible for it to do this. The College of
Musicians was created for this work—-certificates being
granted to all applicants who stand the 'requisite tests.
These examinations are to 'Occupy the two days preceding
the annual meeting, and the results to be announced before
the Association.
The annual meeting is held the first week in July of each
year, in different cities by turn. The programme consists
of three sessions a day, the time being filled with essays,
discussions, recitals by prominent pianists, organists, sin-
gers, and violinists, with time for sociability, excursions,
and incidental business. The next meeting will be held in
New York City, July 1, 2, and 3, probably at the Academy
of Mdsic. It may interest the old members to know that
the usual number of essays will be curtailed. All lovers
of music are cordially invited, whether teachers of music
or not. The former are classed as “active” members and
the latter as “associate,” the former only taking part in
discussions and business proceedings. The fee for all is $2,
admitting to all privileges of annual meeting and entitling
to the annual report, containing full text of essays and dis-
cussions at preceding meeting, also complete list of mem-
bers, constitution, and other items. All names received by
the secretary, Mr. A. A. Stanley, 14 Pallas Street, Provi-
dence, R. I., before publication of the report (about Novem-
ber 15), will be published in the list of members in report
of this year.
S. N. Penfield,
' President M. T. N. A.
Steinway Hall, New York.
SOME COMMONPLACES OF PIANO-
FORTE TEACHING.
THE PEDAL.
The proper use of the pedals is a difficult thing to ac-
?
[uire. Pupils should not be allowed to use the damper
sustaining; ;>edal at all in the earlier stages of instruction,
and when rcirther advanced should be cautioned to use it
only where indicated. Even in the latter case the player is
not always sure of a good effect ; for the pedal marking in
much of the “drawing-room’* music of the day is injudi-
cious. One often sees diatonic, chromatic and staccato pas-
sages marked to be played with the eostmuto pedal down,
Ttls needless to say Hurt this is productive of noise rather
than music. It rests with the teacher, therefore, to care-
folly y&iferain the pupil, in tiffs regard. If the use of the
pegal to mot indicated,It will be the teacher’s duty to
the necessary indications, as well as to revise such markings
as seem to him to violate good taste. Let the pedal be put
down quickly and quietly, and a little alter the clmrd or
note which is to be sustained has been struck. Is this way
the dampers of the preceding chords will have fallen prop
erly, and will not have been caught by the pedal : . a
having time to fall.
’
One common misapprehension of the true functionnf the
pedal is found in the name commonly given to it. When a
pupil hears that the right hand pedal is the “loud ” pedal,
he very naturally understands that it makes the music
louder, and therefore is to be used in loud passages. Con-
sequently, at. all places marked/ or//, he presses the pedal
down and keeps it down till the piece returns to a piano.-
A pupil ol this description will consider the use of the
damper or sustaining pedal in a piano passage to be wrong.
'
The pupil must understand that the proper function of the
right hand pedal is to raise the clampers from the keys, and
hence to sustain the sounds. To be sure there is an increase
in power in the use of the damper pedal from the sympa-
thetic vibration of the strings forming the harmonies of the
note- or notes struck. This may be illustrated as follows :
Take any note in the middle or lower part of the piano-forte,
as, for instance, middle C. Put the key down without
allowing the string to vibrate, and hold it firmly down.
~
Then strike forte the octavo below once or twice %nd the
middle C string will be found to be sympathetically vibrat-
ing (and sounding) with the lower one. Upon releasing
the upper note the sound will cease. Various similar ex-
periments may be tried with similar results. It will ihm
be shown that the damper pedal, when raised, is the indi-
rect cause of a considerable additional amount of string
vibration. But, although in this sense it is a “loud ” pedal,
its true function is to sustain sounds. If the pupil under-
stands this, there is no harm in calling the damper pedal
the “loud” pedal; but when such a name leads to the
misuse of the damper pedal it is time to remonstrate.
It is usually considered a safe rale to say that the damper
pedal may be used as long as one and the same chord is play-
ing. There is at least one exception to this, however, and
that is in the case of arpeggios on a single chord extending
over nearly the whole compass of the piano-forte. In such
a case the accumulation and disagreement of .the overtones
present and generated by sympathetic vibration is so great
that an unpleasant noise ig the- result. This effect is, for
obvious reasons, more apparent in ascending than in descend-
ing arpeggios.
It may be well to point out that while the right hand '
pedal is used to sustain chords and notes which the. hands
cannot hold down, or to give harmonies fullness, the left
hand pedal really makes the sounds softer. Consequently,
it is a “ soft ’
’
pedal, and may be used in piano and piatm-
sirno passages and held down steadily as long as the pas-
sages are continued. In “square” piano-fortes, the effect
of the soft pedal, from the nature of its construction, is bad.
In the “upright” piano-forte it is available, and, when
judiciously used, productive of a beautiful effect. As the.,
“upright” is getting into such general favor, it seems'to foe
it would be well for composers to more frequently indicate
the employment of the soft pedal. Experience has shown
me that it is as much neglected as the damper pedal is over-
favored.
CHOICE OF PIECES.
The choice! of music in teaching the piano-forte is a very
importanriiiatter. It is a mistake to suppose that any piece -
or etude not too difficult for the pupil will be suitable for
him to study. As far as the selection of dtudes goes, it is
mainly a question of what are the pupil’s needs and what
etudes will best supply those needs. Pupils understand
that studies are dry, and therefore work at them without’
very much complaint. Even here, however, the teacher
must seek by the employment of musical studies (Heller,
Cramer, and the like) to arouse.the pupil’s musical feeling
and cultivate his taste at the same time he is disciplining
his head and fingers. As far as the pupil can be brought to
see or to admit the utility of mechanical studies, just so far
the best progress is made. To be sure, the teacher can say,
“ This must be done,” but it is rarely to the pupil’s good.
Co-operation between pupil and teacher is the thing to be
desired.
In regard to pieces for the pnpil to play, these must not
be brought forward too soon, nor, on the other hand, should
the valuable stimulus of a melodious and lively piece ona
young student’s mind be too long, delayed. The teacher
should not, under a mistaken notion oil the demands of)
music as an art, refuse to come down to the pupil’s level in
the matter of selecting for him agreeable Mad entertawnisig
pieces. The teacher’s queries should be : Will mjr | >
like this? Is it suited to hfe needs? If 'm&bat of these
questions is answered in the negative the piece proposed is ::
unsuitable If the student’s confidence is gs...
if musical, be led step by step to apgaeefeie the I
believe that every true teswsher is anxious to lead H : ,
to that point. Some pupils have no music is them..
tint not be led. Some will not be led- We 1 v
playing Bach and Beethoven who would mffov TviiMiW,..
more and do more justice to their *cthe«s if pfejdi'^Wbbr-
tester or Sydney 3n ii is ateacher’s mim
the best wherever it may be found, whether Iff a.
drawing-room pieoe or in t pretenScas week hgf|i)
\ *w'J
!
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man, It is a sad fact, however, that we have teachers who
not only do not know the best and most profound thoughts
in our musical literature, but we also have teachers who
reverence names instead of ideas and who think because a
musical composition has a tune therefore it is a lit subject
for sneers.
,
IMPROPER CHORD PLAYING.
It is not often that we hear chords performed properly.
They are commonly arpeggiated instead of evenly struck in
both hands. I suppose that not only poor conseption, but
also a certain popular class of “drawing-room” music is
responsible for this fault. Many estimable writers seem to
consider that sentiment cannot lie expressed through an
evenly-struck chord, and hence in cantabile or other quiet
passages, they direct the chords to be arpeggiated. The
pupil seems naturally to fall into the habit of arpeggiating
every chord, whether so marked by the composer or not.
It would not be an exaggeration to say that nine out of
every ten pianists play chords in this lax way.
teacher’s ditty.
If a teacher deserves that his pupils should prove tech-
nically he should hear patiently at every lesson at the be-
^ginning of study, or, at any rate, once a week, the major
and minor scales and such five-finger exercises, etc.
,
as the
pupil may have practiced. It does the pupil no good for
the teacher to say, ‘ ‘ practice these scales 'and these studies, ’ ’
if the teacher never reverts to them. The pupil of course
thinks that what is not important enough to be heard at Ms
lesson is not important enough to practice, ' and he is quite
right. If a musician is too lazy for the drudgery of teach-
ing, or if his ear is so refined that he is distressed at the
crudities of Ms scholars he has no business to try and teach.
I have been told by a pupil of a well-known “ Professor”
in a New England city that her teacher’s favorite plan of
giving lessons ( !) was to seat himself in a comfortable arm
chair some distance from Ms pupil, with his feet in another
chair. A lighted cigar and a newspaper had most of his
"attention, while occasionally between paragraphs he would
call out “Wrong ! B flat ! ” Comments are not needed.
We have another class of teachers who are simply and
solely business men. They do not care for musicas an art
;
.they do not delight in their profession. They make all the
money they can off their pupils. If the money can be made
-
legitimately, -well and good
;
but made it must be. I affirm
that it is a commonplace of teaching that the teacher should
have the best interests of the pupil at heart. Selfishness
will be likely to defeat itself, and that teacher who looks at
his own interests only,' will, very likely, finally prove a
failure both as a teacher and as a business man.
—
Hamilton
Macd'ougal
,
in the Art Journal.
THE NEW ENGLAND CONSERVA-
TORY OF MUSIC, BOSTON.
AMONG the prominent - educational institutions of the
country the New England Conservatory takes foremost
rank. Its remarkable expansion in the past few years,
without endowment or legacy, has made it the astonish-
ment of its Mends and the confusion of its enemies. Noth-
ing but the heroic faith and indomitable perseverance of its
founder could have gainfed for it its present remarkable and
^constantly increasing prestige.
The Conservatory System of musical instruction was first
introduced by Dr. Eben Tourjfe into this country in 1853.
The Musical Institute, in which this advance was made,
chartered by the State in 1859, soon developed into the Provi-
dence Conservatory of Music, at Providence, R. I. To
secure advantages nowhere to be found outside of the hugest
cities, the institution was, in February, 1867, removed to
Boston, where commodious quarters were secured in the
famous Music Hall
;
and in 1870, by a special act of the
Legislature of Massachusetts, incorporated under the name
of she New England Conservatory of Music. Here its
" growth was such that it soon, became the largest music
school in the world. In the brief history of the school
- more than 30,000 have enjoyed its advantages, and gone
forth to exert their influence for good in the refinement of
public taste and in the elevation of society. Of its grad-
uates, many are filling responsible and lucrative positions
as teachers, organists, etc., while others, as solo artists and
professors, have attained a most honorable distinction at
home and in foreign countries. So high is the esteem in
which the training is held, that even the large numbers
graduated from year to year do not suffice to supply the
public demand for teachers who have enjoyed it. This re-
markable growth and the needs and possibilities of the Con-
V; f- rvatery Systei ; and of the combination of musical general
-culture, led to the purchase, in 1882, of the St. James Hotel
property on Franklin Square, giving the New England Con-
servatory the largest and finest conservatory building in the
world, -
This building is on Newton and James Streets, fronting
on Franklin Square—a beautiful park, adorned with foun-
tains, flower*, trees, etc. It has seven stories and a dome,
ii 185 feet .on. jtfewton Street and 210 feet on James Street,
„ mid has rooms for 550 lady students. Besides library, read-
ing-room, parlors, offices, etc., there are.steam laundries,
bath-rooms, hot and cold water, steam heat, gas, mid two
elevators, and three broad, easy flights of stairs running
from basement to attic. Telephone office is in the building'
Street cars and carriages are passing constantly on Wash-
ington Street—the main thoroughfare of Boston—-just far
enough from the new Home to give the students all their
advantages without the noise. Thus splendidly located and
equipped, the building, after two year’s experience in it,
has been found to be admirably adapted for the new uses to
which it has been put.
With the change of location the management widened the
scope,,pf the institution, so that it is no longer simply a great
school of music, but a Conservatory in its broadest sense,
where instruction is given in many arts, so that the musi-
cian need no longer be merely a musician, but a person of
generous and liberal culture, finding his or her training in
many branches under the same roof and management.
There is a school for the piano
;
a school for the organ
;
a
school for singing, formation, and cultivation of the voice,'
lyric art, and opera
;
a school for tlie violin, orchestra, quar-
tette, and ensemble playing
;
a school for all orchestral and
band instruments, and art of conducting
;
a school for har-
mony, composition, theory, and orchestration ; a school for
church music, oratorio, and chorus practice
;
a school for
training music teachers for public schools, etc.
;
a school for
tuning piano? and organs
;
a school for physical culture ; a
college of music
;
a school for common and higher English
branches, and for those who are fitted for it, a college course
in connection with the college of liberal arts of Boston Uni-
versity
;
a school of languages, especially Italian, German,
and French
;
a school of elocution and dramatic action, the
largest of its kind-in America, and a school of fine arts.
And it has been found that these diverse elements work to-
gether harmoniously, and with satisfactory results.. From
the new and beautifully illustrated calendar for 1884-5, just
issued, we learn that there have been in attendance during
the year just dosed 1971 different students, representing
forty-one States and Territories, six British Provinces, and
two foreign countries. Massachusetts leads with 1198, show-
ing that the institution is in good repute at home
;
New
York comes next with 118
;
Maine follows with 69
;
Penn-
sylvania, 65
;
all the Southern and Western States are well
represented. The majority of this great aggregate, of
course, are in the various schools of music. But the art
department, which is only a year old, has had 216 different
students
;
the school of elocution has had a liberal share,
and the tuning school, which is the only one of its kind in
the country, where ladies and gentlemen.can secure thorough
training in. tuning pianos and organs, has had a full attend-
ance.
This great school, with its seventeen years of progressive
life, its even one hundred able teachers and officers, its mul-
titudes of students and friends, and its promising future,
the result of the fruitful genius and untiring energy of one
man, lias been by him given into the hands of a board of
trustees, to be perpetuated forever in the interests of future
generations of music students. That this trust will be
wisely and faithfully administered, no one can doubt, with
such eminent names as its officers and trustees.
TEACHER AND PUPIL.
: For Thb Etudk.
“ There is nothing so weakening, so unnerving, as piano
teaching,” says Carl Fuchs, in Ms book on “Virtues und
Dilettant,” is a remark frequently heard by musicians who
“have” to teach; and not only by those who possess
“nerve,” but also by those who need it, but yet talk in
that way in order that the little they do should be better
appreciated. I willingly concede to the latter class that it
would be far better if they were not piano teachers
;
as to
the former, I shall not deny that piano teaching is not ex-
actly the Eldorado of the musician
;
on the contrary, I shall
have hereafter occasion to speak of the great self-denial
which duty imposes on them during the period of instruc-
tion. Yet it is something like the submission under the
iron rule of the Dominican Order, of which Manzoni, in Ms
famous story “I promessi sposi,” says that it either pro-
duces idiots or creates heroes. Give yourself up to a certain
loose “ anything will do” method (?), commence your work
with a mind filled with gloomy despair of its success (I
know musicians of note who let their pupils play trash for
that very reason), and the temporary unavoidable monotony
develops soon into an unnerving weariness
;
he who in such
a case is not over-fond of brain-work loses surely the fresh-
ness of his temper, his energy, his “nerve.” Would yon,
however, on the other side? reflect earnestly on this subject,
then you could not fail fo take an individual interest in. the
productiveness of your pupils
;
and I feel confident that in-
telligent teachers, instead of venting their wrath (disgust?),
caused by their own fault, on their pupils, in form of impa-
tience, rebukes, and imprecations (which is more often the
case than people imagine), are fully able to change tedious
instructioninto an attractive intercourse, agreeable, although
exerting, to the teacher, yet at the same Mine useful and
fruit-bearing to tfle pupil. Or was the teacher only engaged
for to please himself?
It is true that the number of individuals whose natural
endowments are identical with a calling for music, indi-
viduals who possess fully what musicians term talent,
hardly readies a half per cent, of all persons who devote
time to music or play the piano. I even met with pupil-
v
who, during the course of their tuition, forced the convica
tion on me that they were totally incapable to appreciate a
piece containing a musical idea. And this, despite of my
best efforts, as teacher, to insist on the exclusive cultivation
of good music. Such extremes, viz., the one “a born musi-
cian,” and the other unable to grasp a musical idea, are,
however, equally rare. I, like many others, asked myself
the question, Why so much piano playing is going on? I
could not answer it favorably in cases where amateurs
learned the art without the guide of a teacher, or where
they had delivered themselves into the unscrupulous hands
of a “ handworker, ” a peddler of piano instruction;* but
just in view of the corruption to which music is doomed in
such houses, I raise the question, What should become of
musical life if actually only that half per cent, should par-
take of instruction ? Is not the fact that the public are left
partly to themselves, partly to those “instruction peddlers,”
the only reason of the wholesale production of musical trash
at the present time? What else can be the cause that pub-
lishers wilfully publish trash
;
that, first of all, a dozen com,- *
positions of a kind akin to Oesten, Beyer, Goria, Ketterer,
Voss, and whatever other names the proscription list ought
to contain, must fatten the publisher, because such music
“takes,” before a good composer, who wishes to become
known, finds grace, and is honored by seeing his composi-
tions printed free of expense. Here and there one may be
the recipient of a trifling compensation, whilst his prede-
cessors made enough to save something for a rainy day.
Therefore, in my opinion, the medium between a sound
production of music and the musically unripe public—an
unripeness which yet occupies a territory by far too large^-
cannot be too little
;
there cannot be too much instruction,
and, finally, I think that an intelligent sincere teacher ought
never to refuse to devote all his energy to the task of in-
struction.
THE GROWTH OF PIANO
PLAYIN G.
Prepared for THE ETUDE by A, J. GANTV00RT.
In early times the building or making of pianos was in
the hands of the organ builders, so was the art of playing
the piano at first confined to and formed by organists, and
of them Willsert [1] and his pupils deserve to be named first.
Organ and piano playing had both advanced considerably
after a beginning was once made of accompanying vocal
compositions, no more a la capella (in chords), but with a ,
basso eontinuo
,
or free accompaniment, giving more free-
dom to the composer and the organist.
Piano playing soon made a place for itself in musical
amateur circles, and especially young ladies loved the in-
strument in its infancy, as the name “Virginal ” indicates.
In the sixteenth century it was the custom among the
upper classes to send their daughters to a cloister to educate
them, where they also received instruction in singing and
piano playing.
Nevertheless this piano instruction was at first regarded
with a great deal of distrust. To illustrate this it may be
interesting to quote from a letter which the learned Reembo
in 1529 wrote to his daughter, who at that time was study-v
ing in a cloister. He writes :
’ As to your wish to learn to play the Monochord, I will
tell you (because you cannot know it on account of your '
youth) that the playing of that instrument is fit only for
idle and silly women.
/
‘
‘ I wish, however, that you should be the worthiest and
purest maiden on earth. Nor would it furnish yon much -
pleasure or reputation if you played badly or even indif-
ferently. However, in order to play well, you will have to
spend ten or twelve years in practice without being able to
think of anything else.
“ Now consider a moment for yourself whether that would
suit you.
“ When your friends wish that you might learn to play
in order to furnish enjoyment to them just tell them that
you do not wish to make yourself ridiculous before them,
and content yourself with the sciences and fine handiwork.”
The art of playing was at first very incomplete, and re-
mained so very nearly till the time of Seb. Bach. We play
now-a-days with curved fingers, so that the thumb lies nearly ;
in a line with the other fingers, a center represents around
wMch the other fingers turn and move. In earlier times,
even till the time of Seb. Bach, everyone played with <rat- J
stretched fingers. They did not know what to do with the
thumb, because it was too short even to touch the keys wjtfr
the other fingers stretched out, and therefore left it entirely
out of the fingering or used it only in isolated and exoep-
A
tional cases [2]. , v ' »
Ammerbach [3] gives the following fingering for the scale ,
of F : '•
F, G, A, B, C, D, E, F, G,A, B, A, G; F, E,D,G,
Right hand—2, 3, 2, 3, 2, 3, 2, 3, 2, 3, 4, 3, 2, 3, 2, 8, 2^
Left hand—4, 3, 2, 1, 4, 3, 2, 1, 4, 3, 2, 3, 2, 3, 2, 3, 4, :
Fe. Couperin, in his “ Art of Plano Playing,” published
in Paris in 1717, gives the following fingering; “ /
* Thu* I purposely- translated the word “ handwsrhcr'Y^crh- •
man), as I thought if would bettor express the messing w
author obviously connected with the word. --The Translator.
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; p| of the family. He was bom in Paris in 1868, received his j
^ y '--:-'|^ ?ll^j~~^—g—*—
j
t ;
^ggt 1 j—f-j first instruction from the organist Tolin, became in 1696
?X- «T
'
"T?~^—*' *7 ' - -u organist of St. Gervais, and in 1701 pianist of the chamber
'O' . music of the King and organist of the royal chapel. He
(itcwi u! indeed, first established the fundamental rule died in 1733. His piano compositions, which are far above
ti t the thumb of the right hand in ascending should be those of his countrymen, were highly appreciated by J. S.
SfiaT' >» v ^P8 °* *“e scale, and in descending be- Bach, and some of them are even unto this day consideredtaem, but nevertheless did not completely
-renounce as valuable compositions (five books of suites). He also
S -Accordingly he- prescribes, in the ; -Avrote a piano school. His danghters, Marie Anne and Mar-(Piano School), which he wrote for his guerite Antoinette, were both excellent pianists.
—
(Idem.)
Seb. Bach,
'( ha
Used after the hall steps of th
fore h ”
the earlier technique. Ac ordi
-‘Khmerbfichlein”
soh Friedeman, in 1720, the following fingering
.
m Even Matheson [4j in his “School for Thorough Bass”
(1785), wrote down the following fingering :
C, D, E, F, G, A, B, C.
Eight hand—3, 4, 3, 4, 3, 4, 3, 4.
Left hand—3, 2 , 1, 2, 1 , 2 , 1 , 2 .
those who first of all deserve to be mentioned.
[6.] Jean Phillips Rameau, a famous theorist and
composer, bom September 25, 1683, at Dijon, in France,
was even in early youth a good pianist, who, although des-
tined for the law, followed his inclination, and began to
study under an organist of his native town. Later he went
to Milan, and from there he engaged himself as first
violinist in the orchestra of a traveling theatrical troupe.
When he left that position he went back to his native place,
where he was offered a position as organist, which he re-
fused, and from there went to Paris, where he hoped to find
recognition of his talents. While there, he became ac-
quainted' with the noted organist Marchand, who, fearing a
There was an aged pair
—
Major C. and his wife
This old; couple had three lovely lightens—Dm,
and Emily. They were far from rich. All tbeycoui
pect to inherit was one thousand dollars each. Therefore,
great economy was the rule of the boast, s i it was even
found necessary to admit ' a boarder, who 1 ]wid pretty; well
for his board : for his business yielded him two hrendmt
dollars a month. After all, it was hut natural few thefts
daughters looked out for some rich beau vhom
found in the persons of two young meir cc ri I believe,}
called Fred and Charley---both very sharp. They were said
to make three thousand dollars, year.-
'
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when speaking of the formation and growth of the art of rival in him, would not give him any patronage, on account
pane flaying, are the Couperin family [5], of France, and
Especially the three brothers, Louis, Franz, and Carl. A
" »bn of the last-mentioned
,
Franz Couperin, was organist in
Paris, and is considered the most important one. of the
family. . He was especially famed for his “agreeable and
touching interpretation
,
” and his compositions were studied
tffld highly treasured by Bach.
.Following him were the Frenchmen, Rameau [6] and
Julius Marchand [7], the last one of which withdrew from
a musical contest, where Bach was to play also, by leaving
Dresden in the middle of the night.
The greatest service the French rendered to the art is that
they brought forward and worked and improved upon the
rhythm, contrary to the Italians, who evaded it.
(To be continued.)
1
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l , BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES ON THE PRECEDING.
-
. < [f. ] Adrian Will.krt, one of the most noted Dutch
composers, of the sixteenth century, founder of the so-called
L Venetian School, was born in 1490 at Bruges, in Flanders.
He was a pupil of Jean Mouton, went to Rome in 1516, and
L ' ,-dn the same year entered the service of Ludwig of Bohemia
as musical director. After the death of his patron (1526)
- he went to Venice, where he was chosen (1527) as musical
' director of the Church of St. Mark. He retained this posi-
tion until his death, in September, 1563. He had many
j
yupils ( Zajliqo, Nicolo, Vioenfcino, and others)
,
and some of .
5 his Motets, Psalms, Masses and Madrigals are still extant,
i
' [2.] Carl Philip Emanuel Bach speaks about this in
his-work, “ Essay on the True Art of Playing the Piano,”
published at Leipziz in 1780, as follows: “My deceased
| father- (Sebastian) has told me that in his youth he had
of which Rameau was.compelled to leave Paris again and
to accept a situation at Lille. However, he did not remain
there very long, but accepted the position of organist at
Clermon, where he quietly and industriously studied and
composed. Four years afterwards he went back to Paris,
where he published his book, “Treatise on Harmony Re-
duced to its Natural Principles,” which at once brought his
name into high repute. He then became organist of the
Church of St. Croin de la Bretounerie, from where his repu-
tation as organist, theorist, and composer rapidly spread.
His operas, of which he wrote a great many, were in his
time very popular, but are now out of style. He died on
the 12th of September, 1764, at Paris, as “Noble Royal
Composer,” and decorated with the order of St. Michael
[7.] Marchand, Julius (Jean Louis), bom at Lyon
February 2, 1669, was royal organist at Versailles and at
Paris in many of the churches. He was exiled from France
in 1717 for political reasons. He went to. Dresden, where
the King of Poland offered him an excellent position as
organist. It was here that Marchand and Bach were to have a
small tournament among themselves, from which Marchand
withdrew by flight from Dresden. He returned to France
when his exile was over. He made a great fortune in teach-
ing, but squandered it all, so that on the 17th of February,
1732, he died in the greatest- poverty. He wrote, besides
piano pieces, one opera—“ Pyrame and Thisbe.”—(Idem.
)
C & G, D, A, & E, B, F sharp & C sharp, '
About C might he said, the- first will be the It he last,
the first
;
the Major’s name was Charley,,just like the last,—
-
the second cousin’s.
The phpil will please keep this story a secret, and merely
recite now the names of the Major, chords without com*
ment.' Good. Well done.
"
Next lesson we- will try and aid you to remember the flat
chords. - ‘ 11
Pupils who are indolent, and care little or nothin), ib ]
the instruction they are receiving, will be -no credit to »
teacher, and it is best for the teacher’s reputation to discon-
tinue the lessons. : ' :
“Fix your qye upon excellence.”
Hope is above us beckoning us onward.”
“Fear shrinks trembling into the deepest shadows.”
“Ignorance dissolves before the -light of knowledge. 5
“Indolence and ease are the rust of the mind.”
: Promise little and do much. ’
1 Confidence bestows success, ’
“ Consider that to-day never dawns again.’
RULE FOE THE KEYS WITH SHARPS.
No sharps nor flats belong to C
;
One sharp will show the key of G
;
D has two sharps and A has three
;
In E are four, and five in B
;
The F sharp scale must then have six
;
And-for G sharp all seven prefix, -Vri
FOR FLATS.
« Missing Lessons.”
—
Nothing is so conducive of irregu-
'M
-la
heard many great players who never used the thumb unless
^ j arj«y j n music lessons as the understanding on the part of
it was necessary m long stretches. But as he lived at and pupil that, by merely “ sending word” to the teacher the
through a period when there was a gradual but constant
]esg0n can be cancelled at pleasure, without expense. Ex-
change m the musical taste of the country, he found it per jenCe has demonstrated that real musical progress in
necessary to invent a far more complete use of the fingers,
j 3ucp cases comes practically to a standstill. Trifling ail-
egpecially to use the thumb in such a manner as will be
j, ments, interruptions, or neglect of practice, or the weather,
j
consistent with the use of nature. By means of this, the
, wnich under other Circumstances would not keep the pupil
thanpl) was once elevated from its previous uselessness to from school or a place of amusement, are often magnified
the positionmf the most important finger.” A chief cause jnt0 warrantable excuses for not taking a lesson, to be sent
of this ecurrenbe was also that in earlier times every one to the teacher. As a result, the pupil loses interest, misses
played mostly chords, while afterwards the melodious ele- oftener than takes a lesson, and what might become a recre-
ment became more in vogue, which is meant by the “ change 1 ation, both pleasant and valuable, becomes an irksome
in the musical teste.” -
_
-
j task.
F natural one flat must take.;
Two flats the key of B flat make
;
E flat has three and A flat four
;
And with the D fiat count still one more.
By six the G flat scale is known,
And C flat makes all seven its own.. " '
te"
StSS/'L
'lm ; a - - .
/I'3 Eusebius Ammereach was organist of the Church To the teachea' such a system eutails a serious loss. The o. ui wnax is any musical pas
Of St. Ulnch in the first half of the. sixteenth century, and
ststed i10urs which he reserves for pupils each week, are fire-
-
1 . ...
yraa well yereed in the art. of ofgan-playing as well as that qaently left unused^n his hands' and ye't are of no value in £• Wha*‘is the use, of"transp<M)
oi ormvn-buildmg. (Hand lexicon der Tonknnst.—Oscar which to accomplish other work The teacher is busy one 8. What is the first or last not<
„ hoar and idle the n6xt, waiting for the following pupil. .
What are the shar^ and fla
[4.] Johann Matheson, Secretary of the Royal Lega-
i One-half to three-quarters of the hours engaged by'pupHs m the course of a piece of fonsic .
xtiOn to Great Britain and Ducal 11081081 Director of Holt- are not occupied by them, yet he is compelled to keep them 10- What are slurred notes?
stein, Caaonieu nd Canto of the Dom at Hamburg, wh « . arly in^esem nth iresumptio tha tl upi . ‘ Whs "’ll' telia won hi
he was bra ** it< 1 jer 8 1681, « s a noted • » leal vriter, {j . a a lesson hi fol ig ,- * usequently, wh nevi * then ire tv ‘ -• v •-
aihgei piftno a i 0 g&n frtuoso, and also
-composer. Hi a lasson Is missed 1 t ache iractieai ispench le tim s.
*
•> t > the si^ latnre u >*
S^hdjcd under Job Nieol Hanpi Woldaj BranmulierJ quired to give it twice and receives p«5 for it once ’ 14 ’ r what pitch 1- nu siB|
Preatoriuk and VS a . After he, * *s 1W6, had in tL* u
g
e Ungword when a pupil wishes to omti a lesson yrittepfoi the trebli vote®
Kmlra. Theater sung romm’s parts on account of hiaheap^ 4^ ^ i|s some suppose, save tlx rroin !<w, for 15 What are tt© tare kinds rf 1
tiful soprano voice, he was engaged a year ortwo afterwards: the reasons sfeeve mentioned, and, as pupils receive their 16. How many beats dees tjh«r
IBdet^fluig tenor 0 Lt in hm lessons ablated times each week, to give another lesson in 17 How is the triple ^
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ft DNE 'HUNDRED APHORISMS;
- - By J. C. EsohmAnn.
ftftHft,- VIII.
\ .
-f;
Translated for Ths Etude by A. H. SNYDER.
SUGGESTIONS, DIRECTIONS, INCENTIVES,
:
ft
- d e v e t o p m e n t s. -
|4. Encourage your pupil to question you
unreservedly with reference to anything that
heimay not clearly understand.
§5. The following exercises, not found in any
piano instructor, are excellent for developing
independence of the hands and fingers in play-
'iing legato and staccato . They may be played
;
with, each hand separately, or with both together.
H* g s
. V”"- i/"^ JH
—
keep from being burned. Or, if the trouble if
with the whole hand, interfering with the
striking of a chord staccato, the keys might be
so arranged as to give the hand an automatic
blow irom beneath, strong enough to send' if
tingling upward. Such mechanical contri-
vances would bo specially valuable in teaching
the staccato touch.
totally ignorant on the subject. This- differ-
ence,; consisting in the accent, is made plain in
the following example
:
These 6-8 notes may constitute, with equal
correctness, either a (1-8 or a 3-4 rhythm. In
the 3-4 measure (a) there are three accents.
t- or Sale by
Theodore Presser,
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In the h-8 (o) measure, v
ing more than a double. 3-
accents are employed.B. H, say Huger.
This again proves the importance of accen-
tuation, if the playing is to be intelligent and
expressive.
The first measure, first movement, of Kuli-
lau’s G Major Son'atine, No. % Op. 55, affords a
good illustration of the difference between 6-8
and 3-4 time. ?
38. Every measure, phrase, passage, etc., may
be played at least twenty abominably incorrect
ways, but only one wayintelligently, beautifully,
and with expression. Many pupils do .not hit
upon this one way for some time. It is well,
therefore, in order to teach them self-reliance, to
let them labor unassisted for a while, so that they
may see for themselves these different ways, not
coming to the rescue until it becomes evident
that they cannot succeed in getting the correct
interpretation.
39. In piano music it frequently happens that
a shorter note is slurred to one of greater length,
as in Mozart’s celebrated C Minor Fantasia.
But preparatory to these, it should Jbepfirst
ascertained whether the pupil is able to release
one of two- kevs that have been struck together,
while- the other one is still held. For instance,
take the above example at a, -where the first
finger should be raised from the E, while the
ft second retains the G until the fifth releases the
C, These examples are - necessary only in
marked instances; that is, when one hand or
.
finger, having short notes, should be raised
^promptly at the same time that the other hand
ft os'-finger should rest firmly upon the keys. A
thorough and accurate practice of these ex-
ft ©raises will save the teacher much trouble.
36. Pauses in music are extremely important,
as much so, indeed, as notes. This importance
is frequently not recognized by pupils, to ob-
viate which, only the greatest care and perse-
verance on the part of the teacher from the
starftwill be found adequate.
.
5t happens frequently, even in printed music,
•
.that in a succession of notes of equal value, one
or more may stand further apart than the others. As soon as the shorter note is struck, the
key should be released and the .hand raised
from the key-board, as is indicated in the ex-
ample just given
;
in many instances. only the
finger should be raised. This withdrawal of
the finger may take place slowly and deliber-
.
- This must be. entirely disregarded by the
player, since each note is to be given the same
7 &111* 111 playing, the position or arrangement of
„
.
tin notes in nowise determining their valSer
Lik« wise in written music (sometimes in printed)
Dote that are to be struck together do not in-
variably stand perpendicularly over or under
- jeach other. What has just been said about the
Sitioii of notes is applicable in this connec-i a&o. From this wifi be seen the advantage
It playing occasionally from manuscript. If
F#6 A—id 3
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Supplement To
T H E ETU D E
By WM. H. SHERWOOD
Boevow, Mass,* August, 1884,
To the Editor of the ‘‘ Etude.”
My Deab Sib.—With pleasure I respond to your invitation to write about the urn
of the damper (of so-called “loud ” pedal) of the piano-forte, and to attempt an answer
to the questions sent me. This subject is one of the most important possible for the
artistic and finished, rendering of good piano music, and it is one of the least under-
stood.
‘The vague, indefinite method in vogue of1 printing pedal marks on music, according
to the present lack of system, the total absence of scientific knowledge on the subject by
many teachers and amateurs, and the scarcity of clear, printed methods for study of the
mine, are incomprehensible, considering the number of people of suspected intelligence
and musical talent who study piano music. To play as many false tones on the organ Oi
violin as are produced by bad piano-pedal usage would not be tolerated. Neither would
a proportionate number of blots on a copy-book or daubs, in painting pass muster.
Before going into details, let us presume that the student examines the pedal in
It requires a more decided lift, or check, to stop the sound of
SUPPLEMENT.
He should next take pains to hold all of the notes of the second chord down, then
take up the pedal deliberately, keeping it up a moment to stop, think, and listen, then
put down the pedal. Then lift the fingers from the keys, to prepare them for another
chord, and continue the process.
This takes time, earn, and a decided effort at self-mastery. Many thoughtless
_
piano
players are always in a hurry and want to make a noise, but seldom listen to their own
playing or stop to analyze its effects. The process described, will enable them to master the
fundamental principle of “pedal technique.” As just explained, it may cause a slight
mixture for an instant of the two chords, leaving each one sounding clearjn tprn, however I
This slight mixing or overlapping may as well be done at first as not. It can soon be obvi-
ated with practice and careful examination. The objects to be attained are to make a com-
plete bridge of tone between chords and to learn an independent method of distinct,
separate action between hands and foot. Also to accustom one’s self to listening intently.
The following examples will illustrate the value of this method of practice :
No. 1.—Practice this in two 'ways, as indicated. Observe the utmost accuracy in keep-
ing time, and holding the pedal and hand each down its exact, time, as expressed by the
length of the notes. Observe equal accuracy with the rests. 1
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The above, from Mendelssohn, illustrates the most accurate manner of using the pedal,
with due reference to phrasing (see ^.), and also (at $), with an exception to the rule,
not in favor of harmony, but of melody. (Many examples can be found where a move-
ment of the melodic part will call for frequent change of pedal to keep the notes of the
theme clear and unmixed, even where the pedal could be held down, without blur to the
harmony.)
i
SUPPLEMENT.
It is not usually good to -put the pedal down with chords, or to raise it with the
hands. This is a very helpless, amateurish habit, in the first place causing the harmonies
of the notes struck to sound with them, thus giving rise to many impurities of tone
;
in
the second, failing to connect just as much as the hands may fail. If, in legato playing,
the pedal be pressed at the instant of playing a new chord, it will often cause the pre-
ceding tones, i. e.
,
those struck or held just before, to continue
;
because the player has
not given the dampers of these preceding notes time to return to the wires first, before
the new ones are played and held.
You ask me to answer the following questions:—“I. Is the use of the pedal left
entirely to the taste of the executant, subject, of course, to respect for harmonic changes?
II. In Mendelssohn’s “Spring Song” and “Aaritato ” should ne.d&l be taken at, (>™rvgit ’ ’ p da t eve y
measure, or only at those measures so marked? III. Again, I find the pedal indicated
for certain octave scale passages, wherein its use produces a most dissonant roar, can this
Too be tolerable ? .
In answer to No. I we must presume that the executant referred 'to understands har-
monic changes, the nature and use of the pedal, the proper phrasing of the music, the
difference between consecutive tones and chords or arpeggios, knows what he wants to
hear
;
in fact, is a musician of taste and cultivation. If so, yes. If not, he needfe to
master a pedal method as well as a finger method, and to have music printed more accu-
rately, with reference thereto, than existing editions. The question calls for more than
can be contained in one article. (I have given some pupils many lessons on this subject
before having the evidence that they could be depended upon to use it with good taste
and -understanding.
No. 'II. It will depend very much upon the marking of the works referred to (which
varies much in different editions). Many composers mark only a few measures in full,
expecting the player to remember the marks and consequent style of delivery, in subse-
quent passages of similar import.
No. III. For modern bravour or crescendo, the use of the pedal “through an octave
scale passage” might prove very effective. (I always use it that way in Liszt’s Polonaise
in E, page 10, beginning at third and ending at commencement of sixth measure. Edi-
tion B. Senff, Leipzig. ) • Ordinarily such use should not be tolerated.
The pedal should be taken promptly with extended chords to insure the continuance
of the fundamental or bass tones. These lowest tones should be accented, and never
played prematurely. (Hans von Billow has explained the proper delivery of the arpeggio
or extended chords in Ms edition of Cramer’s “Etude,” No. 1.) Upon the careful execu-
tion of these, in correct rhythm, must the good use of the pedal depend in such cases.
&*. Sj m 2 1 3
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SUPPLEMENT.
I have for years done away with the' trouble of writing direction for the pedal, as in the
above examples, substituting therefor a simple oblique line. The line is to indicate the
time for beginning, holding, and lifting the pedal.
These chords show two ways of using the,—one way for chords which can be held with
the fingers, another way for extending chords.
Dolce Cantabile.
The directions in this part of the composition are, ped. a chaque mesure. There
scarcely an instance in which it were not better to change more frequent than "once a
measure.”
The pedal can be used more freely in crescendo than in diminuendo passages. It can'
pffcen be held down during passing dissonants, succeeding consonant harmonies, with good
effect, but must be changed again promptly upon the resolution of the dissonants. Again
from Mendelssohn’s first song without words.
PP SS" *•
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The pedal can be changed so suddenly as to enable one to .save the tone of a deep
bass note, during the clear changes of harmonies lightly played in the middle or upper
registers.
_
’
In the trio of Schubert’s Impromptu, Op. 142, No. 2, it can he used more freely with
the fifth or twelfth measures than with the first to fourth, owing to the transposition of
the theme an octave higher.
There are cases where it will help by changing as fast as the foot can well move. In
Schumann’s
' l Kreisleriana,” Op. 16, No. 2, and in Chopin’s Nocturne in G Major, occur
passages in which the pedal should be changed as many as six or more times a measure.
This needs a high degree of refined sensibility and skill. One should learn to feel the.
pedal under the foot with the delicate consciousness of the fingers on the keys, and in case
of these quick changes, learn to lift and press it lightly, never stamping it, nor press-
ing with full force
,
never lifting the foot away from it.
With some artistic players the -use of the pedal is second nature ; it does not occasion
any effort of thought in playing
;
hut experience proves the possibility of marking accu-
rate signs for its use, and also the need of distinct pedal technique, independent of, and
very often contrary to, the movement of the hands. It is hoped that a desire for better
rendering of one’s works may cause composers to take pains with this subject, while a
demand for more useful editions should cause publishers to find it will pay to have the
present almost meaningless pedal signs changed for more accurate methods of printing.
Henry G. Hanchett’s address on this subject {published in the National Music Teachers’
Association Report of 1883), will be found of value. A book by Schmidt, published in
Vienna, contains an exhaustive treatise, with examples concerning the science. An etude
by Sgambati, in F sharp minor, and some of Dr. Wm. Mason’s recently published works
(Schuberth, N. Y.,) are also carefully marked. Hoping that this- article may induce some
to stop, to listen, and to think, I am, yours respectfully, William H. Sherwood.
The relationship of the keys is shown quite plainly by the diagram given he o
^
This is a very useful means for impressing them on the memory. It will be observed tha
six of the major keys coincide, and in practice are the same, each with one other.
the key of B, having live"#, is the same practically as the key of Cb, which has seven .
(The question often, arises at this point, ‘ ‘ Why not always use the key of B, as it
the -fewer chromatic signs ?’ ’ The fact of modulation, and laws of mental action, ren er
one the more appropriate in certain circumstances than the other. Not until the study o
modulation is undertaken can the most important reasons for recognizing both keys
the means for distinguishing the different cases be fully presented. ) Such scales are sai
to be in enharmonic relationship, as the tones throughout coincide.
There are also .six .such coincidences among the minor keys, as will be seen below.
inqjor
Two musical sounds heard one after the other form an interval ; also, if two sounds
are heard at the same moment theyform an interval.
We shall first study them as the tones occur one after another
;
that is, we shall study
tones in melodic, relationship. " We shall not study them at present as being heard at the
same moment
;
that is, in harmonic relationship .*
If “middle C” he sounded and the same sound he repeated, a prime is formed. The
word “prime” means an interval of one degree. (See definition of degree in the first
lesson. ) In other words, a prime is a relationship in pitch which makes use of only on®
letterfor tioo sounds which have the same pitch
,
or very nearly the same.
If 1 ‘ middle C’ ’ he sounded and D next above he sounded, a second .is formed. The
word “second” means’ an interval of two degrees
;
that is, a distance which includes two
letters.
If “middle C” be sounded and the E above it in the same octave he sounded, a third
is formed. The word “third” here means an interval of three degrees ; 'that is, on©
which includes three letters. When G is sounded and E is sounded after it, we ought to
notice that D lies between the two. We thus notice three letters in all, and this is a reason
for naming this interval a third.
If “middle C” be sounded and F above it in the same octave be sounded after it, a
fourth is formed. The word “fourth” here means an interval of four degrees
;
that is,
one which includes four letters. D and E are between C and F, and we thus notice that
four letters are included in this interval.
It will thus be seen that intervals have numerical names. These names depend on
the number of letters which are included from one key of the key-board to another, or
from one line of 'the staff to another.
A few remarks on the nature of these coincidences may be necessary. It has been
stated that there are six major kejjs and six minor keys which coincide. Thus, out of
the thirty keys which are recognized, twelve are practically interchangeable It should
be noticed that we do not state that they are unqualifiedly the same ; that is not true.
We stated in the beginning of this lesson that they are in practice the same. Musicians
recognize a difference between B and Cb in point of fact, as the scienced acoustics shows.
Although keyed instruments like the piano and organ do not render these distinctions
practicable in common use, yet it is plain from the fact of coincident keys that they must
not be ignored. It must, therefore, be remembered that although the keys of C# and Db
use the ’same tones in practice with all keyed instruments, they are not the same in idea
and meaning, and that cases will arise when it is necessary to remember and carefully
regard these distinctions. These lessons are intended for composers as well as for other
musicians, and to them especiully are these distinctions important, especially in com-
posing for orchestra or for choirs. The whole subject of enharmonic relations cannot he
well understood at this stage of the work without entering into the subject of acoustics at
greater length than our limits will allow, and we attempt here only a partial expla-
nation.
The enharmonic scale is explained in one of the closing chapters of Cornell’s “ Primer
of Modem Tonality,” and the student will do well to study it at this stage of his work.
16. What major key coincides with the
key of F sharp?
3.7. What major key coincides with the
key of B sharp ?
li=L What major key coincides with the
key of D flat ?
1.9. What major key coincides with the
key of G flat ?
20. What major key coincides with the
key of C flat ?
21. What minor key coincides with the
key of A sharp Minor ?
22. What minor key coincides with the
key of I) sharp Minor ?
23. What minor key coincides with the
key of G sharp Minor ?
24. What minor key coincides with the
key of B flat Minor ?
25. What minor key coincides with the
key of E flat Minor ?
QUESTIONS ON RELATIONSHIP OF
THE KEYS. #
1. Which major key and which minor
key both have a signature of one sharp ?
2. Which major key and which minor
key both have a signature of two sharps ?
3. Which of them have signatures of
three sharps ?
4. Which of four sharps ?
5. Which of five sharps?
6. Which of six sharps ?
7. Which of seven sharps ?
8. Which of one flat ?
9. Which of two flats ?
10. Which of three flats ?
11. "Which of four flats ?
12. Which of five flats ?
13. Which of six flats ?
14. Which of seven flats ?
15. What major key coincides with the
key of C sharp ?
! 26. What minor key coincides with the
|
key of A flat Minor ?
* Note for Teachers.—It should be observed that the common practice of teach-
ing intervals as though there were no difference between harmonic and melodic relations
of tones is a most unscientific and superficial method. They should be studied in both
ways if anything more than a mere smattering of these subjects is -desired. The method
given in this course and many other methods which will be suggested by it will be found
to ensure a thorough knowledge of the subject. We do not insist on this method alone,
but recommend all teachers to expand the outline here given and to discover new truths
in this science as well as new applications of truths already familiar to all.
Many more illustrations of intervals may be given by the teacher.
:
INVERVALS.-—MELODIC RELATIONSHIP.
Fitch relations of every kind have the general name, intervals. Although the word
‘
‘ intervals’ ’ is somewhat generally accepted as meaning distance or difference in pitch,
yet the sense in which it is used by musicians is that of relationship in pitch, or, more
briefly, pitch relation. By this definition all intervals may he included and none
excluded.
COURSE IN HARMONY.
COURSE IN HARMONY
Exercise II
The scholar may now look at the key-board, if necessary, and answer the following
uestions and many similar ones to be devised by himself or given by the teacher Up
ward reckoning, that is from left to right, only is to be used at this time.
i ^ +C, h?Z letters ? 8. What kind of an interval is it ?
t ^ a 9 - C to <3' includes how many letter ?
f ] c h?T may. ¥'ters ? 10. What kind of an interval is it ?
£ C^C Z t? o 1L BtoF deludes how many letters
?
« whLf
-
“1 r -Z
'maT letters ? 12 - ^at kind of an interval is it ?
7 A “»
mterval ls
,
ltJ 13- D to B includes how many letter ?. to F includes how many letters ? 44. What kind of an interval is it v
3. Name all the thirds in the key of D.
4. Name all the fourths in the key of I).
5. Name all the fifths in the key of D.
6. Name all the sixths in the key of D.
7. Name all the sevenths in the key of I).
Exercise VII.
The following questions are to he used for. the key of E. The student must carefully
remember what notes belong to the scale of E and think of no others. Questions on the
signature and component tones of the -scale may he necessary to precede the following
questions :
1. What note will form a third with E?
2. What note will form a Fourth with G sharp ?
3. What note will form a second with F sharp ?
4. What note will form a third with B ?
5. What note will form a seventh with F sharp ?
6. What note will form a fifth with G sharp ?
7. What note will form a fourth with A V
8. What note will form a sixth with F sharp ?
9. What note will form a third with A ?
10. What note will form a seventh with B ?
11. What note will form a second with F sharp V
12. What note will form a fourth with A ?
13. What note will form a sixth with B ?
*
14. What note will form a seventh with G sharp?
15. What note will form a third with C sharp ?
Exercise VIII
1. Give examples of primes in the key of E.
2. Name all the seconds in the key of E.
3. Name all the thirds in the key of E.
4. Name all the fourths in the key of E.
5. Name all the fifths in the key of E.
6. Name all the sixths in the key of E.
7. Name all the.pvenths in the key of E.
Exercises in keys with flats should also be studied.
Exercise IX.
The student should now write examples of the various kinds of intervals. They are
to he written from each degree of at least six scales, three having sharps and three
having flats. J
The models given below will show how they should be written. No signatures
should he used, because if they are, sharps or flats, which are essential to the key, are too
easily forgotten. The student lulls into the common error of thinking of F sharp as
simply F, or C sharp as simply C, etc.
The primes are so simple that two in each key will suffice, and the sign “etc.” may
then he placed after them. The same direction applies to the octaves. The double bar
is used to show that the measures are separate, having no connection.
The figure 1 stands for the word Prime.
The figure 2 stands for the word Second.
The figure 3 stands for the word Third.
The figure 4 stands for the word Fourth, etc. \
Exercise 1 V.
" 1. Give examples of primes in the key of G.
2. Name all the seconds in tJjp key of G..
3. Name all the thirds in the key of G.
4. Name all the fourths in the key of G.
5. Name all the fifths in the key of G.
6. Name all the sixths in the key of G.
7. Name all the sevenths in the key of G.
Exercise V.
The following questions will serve for the key of D :
1. What note will form a third from D ?
2. "What note will form a second from G ? X
3. What note will form a fourth from F sharp ?
4. What note will form a sixth from E ? - jE’
5. What note will form a fifth from F sharp?
6. What note will form, a seventh from DE -
.
,
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these be formed for this key. They should be usedin large number in oral class exercises.
Exercise VI
1. Give examples of primes in the key of D.
2. Name all the second^in the key of D.
COURSE IN H11KSOI,
Thk intervals have been defined as to their general character. It now remains that
their specific character should be studied
;
that is, that they should he distinguished as
Perfect and Augmented Primes, as Minor, Major, and Augmented Seconds, Diminished.
Minor, Major, and .Augmented Thirds, etc.
Primes are of two kinds—-perfect and augmented.
In listening to a musical performance, if we hear a certain tone and at once hear it
repeated, the relation between them is a perfect prime.
Definition 1. A perfect prime is a pitch relation of one degree; it ris represented to
the ear by any tone and the same tone repeated. (Remember that the word degree means
properly and primarily a place in the tone system
;
it may also refer to a line or space in
the staff or above or below the staff, in which case we should name it a “ staff degree.”}
Examples : d d is a perfect prime
; // is a perfect prime.
Definition 2. An augmented prime is an interval of one degree
,
and. is represented to
the ear by any tone and the next immediately above or below.
^
Examples : c c sharp is an augmented -prime. (Now it may be asked by some one,
wliv is not ef an augmented prime? The answer will be, it is not a prime at all, because
it is an interval of two degrees
;
it includes two letters. To decide what it is see next
definition.)
Seconds are of three kinds—Minor
,
major
,
and augmented.
Definition 8. A minor second is an interval of two degrees
,
represented to the ear by
any tone and the next immediately above or below.
Examples : c d fiat is a minor second
;
e / is a minor second ; g a flat is a minor
second.
The distinction between an augmented prime and a minor second is one which some-
times causes difficulty. It should become so familiar at this point, with sufficient drill
upon this lesson and the next, that no misapprehension about it can ever arise hereafter.
When one hears any tone, and the next higher or lower following, it may be under-
stood by the listener either as an augmented prime or a minor second. Some one will
ask, “ Why give two different names when the sound is the same in both cases?” We
answer, the sounds are used in different senses in the two cases
;
and it is no more strange
to give them than in the case of the word two or too. By the mere sound of the word too
no one can tell whether two or too or to is meant. But as we attach different meanings
Definition 4. A major second is an interval of tw<
prime and a minor second. It is represented to the
Examples : C D is a major second ; F sharp G sharp
second.
COURSE IN HARMONY.
First Grade
.
Mignon, Belli.; Sonatinas, op. 68, Lichner ; Lucia, Krug
;
Conn
Books of Gold Polka, Streabogg
;
Christmas Tree Waltz. Streabo:
ler
;
May Flowers (short easy pieces), Oesten.
Second Grade .
Music on the Ocean, Rockstro
;
A Night in June, Wilso:
Aim, Oesten
;
Turtle Dove Polka, Behr
;
May Rapture, Lie!
ist, Ludovic : A Little Story, Lichner
;
Faust, Richard
On the Heights, Hoffman
;
Wedding Waltz,
-Metcalfe
;
Ripe, Rimbault
;
Golden Dreams, Lange.
Third Grade.
Trovatore, Norma and Oheron, Dorn
;
Non e’ver, Lan
Postillion, Lichner
;
Bella Bocca Polka, Waldteufel
;
Tvrolii
.Lange
;
Perfect Happiness, Behr ; Royal Fanfare, Behr
;
Ka
>rs mon enfant, Lacombe : Le Sonssir, Schad f SpinningLange
;
Romance, op, 123,' No. 3, Spindler
;
Glumes in
Liebich
;
Muzette, Morley.
Fourth Grade.
Loreley, Nesadba
;
Yalse, Durand
;
L,
Chant dn Cigue, Blumenthal
; . Sunday Morning.
Lichner; Gaetana, Ketterer
;
L 7; _
.
Polka Brilliante, Spindler
;
Whispering Pines, Lessing
;
Marguerites, Fontaine
;
R6ve du Soir, Gobbaerts '
^3 . i . a _ 7 _
op. 55, No. qO, Behr.
Oberon, Favarger
;
rand; First Waltz, Durand; If Pizzicate, Delibes;
and Song, Bohm
;
La Boh6miexme, Ketterer
;
Waltz, Concone
;
Meadow Dance, Lange
;
Polonaise Brilliante, Moschecles.
(Concluded in next number.)
Annie aurie, Rockstro
;
Mermaids, Spindler;.
.
Lichner
;
Schlafe Suss (Sleep Well),
Hill o’ th’ Wisp, Jungmami
;
IP Ingenue, Wraltz, Mattel
;
Berceuse in F, Lysberg
;
Les
, ,-n,
- f> i -r •• -
"
~ - - --j
;
La Napoli.tana, Lysberg ; Une Fleur
^
e
™kIJOSC ‘h°in ;l Lachtiiubchen (Scherzo Polka), op. 303, Behr; Polonaise
Fifth Grade.
'
Kuhe; Happy Wanderer, Jensen; Gavotte, Du-
Les Amourettes, Behr
;
With Chime
Petite Valse de Solon, Mattel
;
Octave
Album Leaf, Kirsclmer
;
Angelua Bells, Dorn ;
